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Abstract
An information-driven mechanical system, such as a robot, receives information either
actively or passively. Active information sources are the controlling program and the
sensors, whereas passive sources are, for example, the constraints imposed by the task
environment. Mechanical systems process information using their software and hardware
components and output it in mechanical form; in addition, these systems can store
information, and they can implement intricate mappings between their input information
and the mechanical information that they output. There is a lack of understanding of the
mechanisms that govern the transfer and processing of information in these systems.
Such an understanding would allow better integration of information technology in the
design and control of these systems and in the planning of mechanical tasks.
The research presented in this thesis addresses these issues within the context of the
one-dimensional quasistatic positioning task. Existing measures of information are
reviewed, and appropriate measures for mechanical tasks are established. The one-
dimensional positioning task is modeled and analyzed using these measures. The goal is
to study the effect of task parameters on the processing and transfer of information among
the components of the machine and its environment and the implications for task
planning and for system design and control. The approach used is based on modeling a
mechanical task as an information transmission task in which information is sent to the
machine in the form of commands and the role of the machine is to reproduce such
information in the form of actions on the environment. Information is fed back to the
machine actively, through sensor measurements, and passively, through constraints
imposed by the environment on the machine.
One contribution of this research is a new technique for measuring and analyzing the
information flows in mechanical tasks. This technique allows us to quantify the
information transmission in a task and to establish bounds on both the information needed
to execute a particular task and the transmission of information by the machine. When
applied to the one-dimensional positioning task, the technique enables us to obtain the
conditions for optimal matching of the resources (computer and machine) to the task.
Also, this technique enables us to quantify the effect of the task parameters and to
quantify the amount of information that the machine can acquire passively from touching
a surface.
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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Most of the advanced machines and mechanical systems in use today are driven by
information. Whether the driving information is a single bit supplied through an on-off
switch or a string of commands provided via a D/A interface, and whether the machine is
operated by a human or by a computer, information plays a critical role in the control of
these mechanical systems and contributes fundamentally to their performance. An
information-driven mechanical system, such as a robot, receives information either
actively or passively. The active information sources are, for example, the controlling
program and the sensors, whereas the passive sources are the constraints imposed by the
task environment.
Mechanical systems not only acquire information, but also process it using their
software and hardware components and output it in mechanical form; in addition, these
systems can store information, and they can implement very intricate mappings between
their input information and the mechanical information that they output. This capability
has been best-exemplified in the earliest computing devices conceived in the last two
centuries and in the analog computers that were invented early on in this century. The
advent of information technology has however dramatically reduced the need for the
mechanical storage of information and has also made it possible to shift most of the
information processing tasks from the mechanical domain to the computational domain.
In other words, information technology gave us more flexibility in terms of allocating the
information processing load among the resources. Thus, augmenting mechanical systems
with information technology has resulted in information-driven systems that perform very
flexible and diverse mappings between the information domain and the mechanical
domain.
But despite all the progress made in the design of such systems, there is a lack of
understanding of the mechanisms that govern the transfer and processing of information
in mechanical systems. There isn't much known about how these systems acquire
information, how they process it and how they transmit it to the environment; and little is
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known about the effect of the various components of the system on the information flows.
There is a need to know the limitations on the information processing capabilities of these
systems and the implications of interfacing a mechanical system with a control module.
Also, there is a lack of understanding of how well the whole integrated system fulfills the
functions for which it is designed and of the implications of the task definition on the
information processing capabilities required from the integrated system and the ensuing
implications on the complexity of the system.
1.2 Objective
The research presented in this thesis addresses these issues within the context of the
one-dimensional quasistatic positioning task. Existing measures of information are
reviewed, and appropriate measures for mechanical tasks are established. The one-
dimensional positioning task is modeled and analyzed using these measures. The goal is
to study the effect of task parameters on the processing and transfer of information among
the components of the machine and its environment and the implications for task
planning and for system design and control.
1.3 Approach
The approach used is based on modeling a mechanical task as an information
transmission task in which information is sent to the machine in the form of commands
and the role of the machine is to reproduce such information in the form of actions on the
environment (see Figure 1). Information is fed back to the machine actively, through
sensor measurements, and passively through constraints imposed by the environment on
the machine. This way of looking at a mechanical task is similar to some previous
approaches in robotics and other related areas like design and experimental psychology.
[Ashby][Conant][Saridis et al.][Suh et al.][Fitts]
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Figure 1.1: Information Transfer in a Mechanical Task
1.4 Research Contributions
One contribution of this research is the origination of a technique for measuring and
analyzing the information flows in a mechanical task. This technique allows us to
quantify the information transmission in a task and to establish bounds on the information
needed to execute a particular task and on the transmission of information by the
machine. When applied to the one-dimensional positioning task, the technique enables us
to obtain the conditions for optimal matching of the resources (computer and machine) to
the task. Also, this technique enables us to quantify the effect of the task parameters and
quantify the amount of information that the machine can acquire passively from touching
a surface.
These contributions take the field of information-driven mechanical systems a step
further towards the fulfillment of the ultimate goal of establishing a system design
methodology which seamlessly integrates feedback control with task planning and which
allows concurrent plant and control design as well as hardware and software design in a
cohesive and efficient manner.
1.5 Thesis Layout
In chapter II, we introduce the concept of mechanical information and we show how
information can be measured and how information flows can be analyzed. Using the
Wiener measure of information, we address the following issues:
* Measuring the information content of a particular command C output by an
ergodic source of information given the apriori probability PC of the command C
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being selected from a set of commands SC. The special case of a discrete source
of commands with equally-likely commands is studied in detail.
* Measuring the maximum amount of mechanical information that a machine is
capable of delivering. The special case of a discrete machine can is addressed in
detail.
* Measuring the information content of the task specification. As tasks differ in
their specifications the general procedure is outlined within the context of a
special discrete mechanical task where the range, the resolution, and the tolerance
are specified.
* Measuring the actual information output by the machine.
* Measuring information flows in a task.
In chapter III a detailed probabilistic model of a one-dimensional quasi-static
positioning task is presented. The model is developed for use in the investigation of the
effects of task parameters (range, tolerance, machine compliance, tool(s) compliance,
part(s) compliance, surface compliance and machine precision) on information flows in
the task. The purpose of the study is to estimate the probability of the goal G of
positioning one particular tool along a range of interest when either a position or force
command is given. The probability is estimated as a function of the given task
parameters including the compliance of both the machine and the surface, the precision of
the position and/or force sensors and the command given to the machine.
In the model presented, it is assumed that the knowledge about the position of the
surface and that of the machine is uncertain. The dimensions of the tool(s) and the part(s)
are also assumed to be have some uncertainty. It is also assumed that both the machine
and the surface are compliant, and that there is a possibility for the tool(s) to come into
contact with the part(s) at one or two points. Accounting for all of these factors makes it
possible to model many one-dimensional part-mating tasks as special cases of this
general one-dimensional positioning task.
A challenge in modeling this problem is the uncertainty regarding whether or not
contact has occurred between the tool(s) and the part(s) because of the random nature of
the machine and surface positions and the part(s) and tool(s) dimensions.
A closed-form expression for the probability of success of the one-point of contact
problem is derived in this chapter. For the two-points of contact problem only the results
of the mechanical analysis are presented. The probabilistic analysis of a special case of
the two-point of contact problem is presented in chapter 7. The closed-form solution of
the more general problem (if it exists) is out of the scope of this thesis. It is more
12
efficient to deal with this problem on a case by case basis and make use of Monte-Carlo
simulations whenever possible.
In chapter IV we consider the effect of connecting the source of commands (which we
refer to as computer) to the machine. We investigate how interfacing the machine with
the computer affects the information requirements of the task of positioning the machine
along its range and how the information input is related to the output of a discrete
machine. The effect of the mismatch between the ranges of the computer and the
machine and the discrepancy between the resolution of the computer and the machine are
studied in detail. Also the implication of the task tolerance and resolution specifications
on the minimum information required to execute the task is investigated and the
appropriate conclusions regarding the optimal matching of the computer and the machine
to the task are drawn.
In chapter IV we also study the effects of the interaction between the machine and the
environment through a compliant interface, and we investigate the possibility for possible
passive information transfer from the environment to the machine.
In chapter V we analyze the information flows in the case of a noisy machine. The
interaction of the machine with the environment through a compliant interface is studied.
In chapter VI the case of a deterministic machine interacting with a noisy
environment is investigated. A closed form solution for Ys- Es + Ed Yd is presented.
We also present results of Monti-Carlo simulations along the entire machine range.
These simulations are performed using selected values of compliance and precision that
illustrate the general effects of these parameters in moderating the amount of residual
uncertainty.
In chapter VII we deal with three special cases of the one dimensional positioning
problem:
In the first case we look at the case of a noisy machine interacting with a noisy
environment and look at the possibility of passive transfer of information from the
surface to the machine.
In the second case we look at how the information that the surface contributes
passively to the task can be transferred from one machine component to another, i.e. if we
have a machine component A that is linked to another component B which is making
contact with the surface, we look at how component A will benefit from the fact that B is
in contact with the surface.
In the third case show that the analysis that is done throughout the thesis using a
discrete machine remains valid for the case of a continuous machine, and that the type of
error distribution is not very important for the analysis.
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Chapter II
Information In Mechanical Tasks
In this and in the next chapter we develop the tools needed to perform the analysis of
information in the one-dimensional positioning task. In this chapter we develop the
information tools. In the next chapter, we develop the task model that allows us to apply
the information tools to the positioning task.
2.1 Information in Mechanical Tasks
2.1.1 Information
In the engineering context, information conveyed by an act A (an experiment for
example) regarding the state of an unknown X is defined the reduction in uncertainty
about X due to the act A. (i.e. the difference in uncertainty before and after the act.) This
is the definition we adopt and use in this thesis.
2.1.2 Information Measures
The measures of information reviewed in this section are the Hartley measure, the
Shannon measure, and the Wiener measure.
The Hartley Measure:
In 1928, R.V.L. Hartley proposed a quantitative measure that can be used to compare
the capacities of various systems to transmit information. Hartley argued first that in
communication there must be a group of physical symbols(words, dots and dashes, etc.)
which convey certain meanings to the parties communicating, and that "the sender
mentally selects a particular symbol and by some bodily motion, as of his vocal
mechanism, causes the attention of the receiver to be directed to that particular symbol."
and that "by successive selections a sequence of symbols is brought to the listener's
attention." Thus "at each selection, there are eliminated all the other symbols which might
have been chosen; and as the selection proceeds more and more possible symbol
sequences are eliminated and the information is said to become more precise". Hartley
assumed that at any stage of the communication (or selection) process, all the symbols
have the same chance of being selected. Using that assumption and the requirement that
the amount of information be proportional to the number of selections, Hartley derives
the expression:
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H = n log2s = log2 sn bits (2.1)
where n is the number of selections, s is the number of symbols to select from and sn
is the total number of possible sequences or alternatives.
Klir shows that the function I(N) = Log2 N (where N is a positive integer number
representing the total number of alternatives) obtained by Hartley is the one and only
measure that satisfies the following axioms:
· Axiom 1 (additivity). I(N. M) = I(N) + I(M) for all N, M. (2.2)
· Axiom 2 (monotonicity). I(N) < I(N + 1) for all N. (2.3)
· Axiom 3 (normalization). 1(2) = 1. (2.4)
The Shannon Measure:
Shannon [1948] extended the work of Hartley and established the mathematical
theory for communication. In this theory, Shannon defined the fundamental problem of
communication as "that of reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately a
message selected at another point". He observed that the semantic aspects of the message
are irrelevant for the engineering problem, and that the significant point is that the actual
message is one selected from a set of possible messages; he also pointed out that a
communication system has to be designed to operate for each possible selection, not just
the one which will actually be chosen as that is unknown at the time of design.
Shannon gave a general description of a communication system as one of the type
shown in figure. It consists of (see figure ):
* An information source which generates a message or sequence of messages to be
communicated to the receiving terminal. The information generated could be discrete
or continuos.
* A transmitter, also called encoder, which transforms the message into a signal suitable
for transmission over the channel.
* The channel which is the medium used to transmit the signal from transmitter to
receiver. During the transmission the signal may be subject to noise.
* A receiver, also called decoder, which performs the inverse operation of that done by
the transmitter reconstructing the message from the signal.
* The destination which is the person or the thing for whom the message is intended.
Modeling a discrete source of information as a Markoff process that generates n
possible discrete outcomes with probabilities P, P2, -- PN with i pi =1 , Shannon
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postulates the following properties as requirements to be met by the quantity H(pl, P2,
·..PN) that measures how much information is produced by the source:
* H should be a continuous in the pi's.
* If all the pi's are equal, i.e. pi= 1/N, H should be a monotonic increasing function of n.
* If a choice is broken down into two successive choices, the original H should be the
weighted sum of the individual values of H.
Shannon shows that the only H that satisfies the three requirements is of the form:
H = -K Pi log(p) (2.5)
where K is a positive constant. If K= 1/log(2), the units of H are bits. H is called the
entropy of the set of probabilities Pl, P2, ...PN . It can be shown that H = 0 if and only if
all the pi's but one are zero, this one having the value of unity. Otherwise H is positive.
Also, for a given N, H is maximum and equal to Klog(N) when all the pi's are equal, i.e.
pi= 1/N. If we set K= l/log(2), we recover the expression for the Hartley information.
For a continuous source of information Shannon defines the entropy of a continuous
distribution with a density distribution function f(x) as:
H =- K f f(x) log(f(x))dx (2.6)
The Wiener Measure:
This measure is known under many names. It is called the Shannon's measure of self-
information (Sheridan); it is also known as the one-event entropy (Acz6l and Dar6czy);
Tribus refers to it as the surprise measure; for an event X that has a probability p of
occurring the information measure is:
I = -log 2 (p) bits (2.7)
The quantity I measures the amount of information gained from knowing that event X
occurred given that the probability of occurrence of X is p; if the probability of X is 1
then I = 0. Another interpretation of I is that it measures the information needed to
eliminate the uncertainty associated with the occurrence of event X.
Acz6l and Dar6czy call I the entropy of the single stochastic event X and interpret it
as a measure of how unexpected the event was, or as a measure of the information
yielded by the event. They derive the expression I for the one-event entropy from the
following properties:
(1) I is nonnegative: I(p) >0 for all p ]0,1] (2.8)
(2) I is additive: I(pq)=I(p) + I(q) (p, q e ],1]) (2.9)
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(3) I is normalized: I(1) = 12 (2.10)
2.1.3 Information in Mechanical Tasks
Before discussing the idea of information in mechanical tasks, we first need to clarify
the meaning of the term mechanical task as used in this thesis. It is a task in which the
desired goal is for the machine to achieve a well-defined spatial configuration in its
environment or to exert a force on that environment. In that respect the goal of the task
can be described in informational terms and the machine executing the task can be
viewed as a communication channel between the source of the commands and the
environment. The information exchanged in this case is the string of positions that have
to be achieved and/or forces that have to be exerted; the role of the machine is to translate
such information into actions on the environment (see Figure 1). Information is fed back
to the machine actively, through sensor measurements, and passively through constraints
imposed by the environment on the machine. This perspective on mechanical tasks is
similar to some previous approaches in robotics and other related areas like design and
experimental psychology. [Ashby][Conant][Saridis et al.][Suh et al.][Fitts].
Figure 2.1: Information Transfer in a Mechanical Task
This notion of a mechanical task being an information transmission task is very
useful; but there are some unique features to the mechanical domain and to the
mechanical elements involved in the processing and transmission of information that
should be taken into account when analyzing the flow of information in mechanical tasks.
These features are important in selecting the appropriate measure for information in
mechanical tasks. They also make it inadequate to use some of the proven techniques for
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optimizing the transmission of information that were developed for other types of
systems.
For example, in his classic paper, C. Shannon argues that for a signal distortion in
which the output signal is a deterministic function of the input signal, the effect of the
perturbation can be corrected easily at least in principle (if each output is produced by
one and only one input), and as such, this kind of signal perturbation is trivial. Shannon
then states that the more important problem which is the main focus of the theory he
developed is that of dealing with statistical noise; while it may be true that correcting a
distorted signal in the electrical domain is a trivial problem, that is not the case in the
mechanical domain. Factors that make such a task impossible include modeling errors,
and the additional cost involved in calibrating a given machine or making changes to it
and to its interface with the environment.
Also, while it is always possible to handle encoded signals at the output of a channel
in the electrical domain and deal with the issue of decoding and expressing these signals
in terms of the destination's alphabet of preference, in the mechanical domain we are
restricted to an alphabet made of positions (including rotations) and forces (including
torques). There is not much use for a machine that instead of giving a desired position
gives the code for that desired position, or exerts a code corresponding to a desired force
instead of applying the desired force. For example, it is not useful to have a machine,
that gives us position L/2 instead of position 0, and position 0 instead of L, etc.
2.2 Measuring Information in Mechanical Tasks
One of the objectives of this research is to select the appropriate expression for
measuring information in mechanical tasks. Based on our definition of a mechanical
task, and taking into account the unique features of mechanical information described
above, the measure that is more appropriate for the quasistatic case is the Wiener
measure. The reason for selecting this measure over Shannon's entropy is that the Wiener
measure is capable of detecting the effect of a bias in a variable, something the Shannon
measure is not designed to do. The same reason applies for selecting the Wiener measure
over the Hartley measure; in addition, the Wiener measure is more general than the
Hartley measure. The selection of the Wiener measure for the quasistatic case does not
mean that it is necessarily the best measure for other cases too. It is best to keep the
options open in terms of what measure to use in a particular case, and select the one that
is most convenient for that case. As long as we are consistent in the use of the measure
selected, there should be no problem.
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In the remaining of this section we use the Wiener measure to quantify the
information content in the command sent to a machine executing a one dimensional
positioning task; we also use the measure to quantify the mechanical information output
by the machine and the information requirements imposed by the task specification for
the case of the one-dimensional positioning task.
2.2.1 Information Content of a Given Command
The approach we use in quantifying the information content of a command is based
on modeling the source of commands as an ergodic source of information. We assume
that we know the statistical behavior of this source. Based on this model the information
content of each particular command C output by the source is:
Ic = - log2 (Pc) bits
where PC is the apriori probability of the command C being selected from a set of
commands S. Thus, in general, the more likely a command is, the lower is its
information content.
Following, we apply this approach to a discrete source of equally-likely commands.
The range and the number of commands are finite.
We consider only the source of commands (a computer for example) independently of
the machine, and we assume that each command consists of a binary code for the position
along a range of Rc = Lc rc where rc is the resolution of the source and LC is a
positive integer s.t. r << Rc ; we assume there is no reason to believe that some
commands are more probable than others. So it is appropriate to use a uniform
distribution on the set of commands SC. If we let Y be the outcome of an experiment that
consists of a random drawing from SC, the probability of Y(i.e. the command) being
equal to a particular value X is:
Xp ,y= X",) -rc - rc L ifXe Sc (2.11)RC L r L
p("Y = X") = 0 otherwise (2.12)
Accordingly, the information content of each command:
Iy = - log 2 (i = log2 (R = log2 (Lc) bits (2.13)
Figure illustrates a discrete source of commands with the information content of a
typical command.
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Figure 2.2: Information Content of a Command
Based on this expression, it can be concluded that the wider the range of the
commands is, the higher is the information required to specify a particular command (i.e.
the higher is the information content of the commands.) Also, the higher the resolution is
(i.e. the smaller rc is) the more is the information content of the command. In general, for
a discrete command source with equally-likely commands, the information content of the
commands is a logarithmic increasing function of the ratio of the range of the commands
over the resolution.
2.2.2 Potential Maximum Mechanical Information Output by a
Machine
The approach we use in quantifying the information output by a machine is based on
modeling the machine as a source of information. The alphabet of this source is the set of
configurations (positions and/or orientations) that the machine can take and the forces it
can apply. The machine is assumed to be free from any external constraints. Using this
model and a statistical description of the behavior of the machine, the problem of finding
the maximum information content of the output of the machine becomes straight-forward
as illustrated in the following example of a one-dimensional positioning machine.
Let us assume that the machine is discrete, and that its mechanical range is
RM = LM rm , where LM is a positive integer, and rm is the resolution of the machine
s.t. rm << RM . We assume that the machine is noiseless.
Without any apriori knowledge about the range of commands and knowing the
machine range RM = LM rm , there is no reason to favor one position over another and
the probability of the end-effector to be in a position Y is:
rm rm 1 (2.14)
p(Y RM LMrm LM
Hence, the information required to specify any position along the machine range is:
= -log 2 ( m ) =log 2 (r) = log 2 (LM) bits (2.15)
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Iy is the maximum amount of information that the discrete machine can output. Iy
can also be interpreted as the uncertainty on the position of the machine if all that is
known about the machine is its range and its resolution.
log (RM
Figure 2.3: Maximum Information Output by a Machine
2..2.3 Information Content in the Task Specification
It is impossible to specify the general approach for quantifying the information
content in a task specification because tasks differ in their specifications. However, the
following example on the one-dimensional positioning task should be enough to point to
the method that can be used to quantify the information content of the task specification.
Let us assume that the range of the task is RT = LT rt , where LT is a positive
integer, and rt is the resolution of the task s.t. rt << RT
Without any knowledge about the range of commands or the machine and knowing
the task range RT = LT rt , there is no reason to favor one position over another and
the probability of the position Y specified in the task to be equal to Yd is:
RT LTrt T1 (2.16)
Hence, the information required to specify any position along the range is:
IY =-log 2 = log2 )=log 2 (LT) bits (2.17)
Iy can also be interpreted as the uncertainty on a task if all that is known about the
task is its range and its resolution.
Usually, in specifying a task, two other quantities are provided: the tolerance and the
acceptable probability of success. A one-dimensional positioning task may be specified
by the desired probability of the target position yd ± Ed, where Yd is the nominal desired
position along the range RT and Ed is the allowed tolerance (with Ed > rt). In the absence
of any knowledge about Y and given the tolerance specification, the probability of the
position specified to be in the desired range is:
p(Y 2 Ed (2.18)
RT
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I =-log 2 (TT) = 1log2 ( RT bits (2.19)
In comparing the two expressions , we see that the effect of the tolerance is to reduce
the amount of information required.
As to the desired probability of success, the goal of having the machine in the interval
[Yd - Ed Yd + Ed] can be specified using a probability PDIC (the probability with which
we desire to achieve the goal once the command C is executed) that is equal or close to 1.
Thus, after the execution of the task the level of uncertainty in the task that can tolerated
should not exceed the quantity:
IDC = -log 2 (PDIC) bits (2.20)
0.4
0.:.4
0.1
Position
Figure 2.4: Goal Probability Distribution
2.2.4 The Actual Mechanical Information Output by a Positioning
Machine
The actual information output by the machine is in many cases different from the
potential maximum that the machine can deliver. One reason for this difference is that in
order to control the machine, it has to be interfaced with the source of commands, and
this connection to the source of commands may impose new constraints on the output of
the machine by affecting the machine range and/or its resolution. Furthermore, when the
machine is assigned a specific task, the information output by the machine relative to that
task may be different from the potential maximum that the machine can output. The
issues related to the effects of interfacing the machine with a source of commands and the
role played by the task specification are addressed in detail further ahead in the thesis. In
this section, we just want to show, within the context of the one-dimensional positioning
task, how to compute the actual information output when the task is specified and the
machine is connected to a source of commands.
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Let us assume that the machine is discrete, and that its mechanical range is
RM = LM rm , where LM is a positive integer, and rm is the resolution of the machine
s.t. rm << RM ; Let us also assume that all the positions along the range are equally
likely, and that there are no constraints imposed by the environment on the machine. In
addition, we assume that the tolerance given is 2Ed and that the task has the same range
and the same resolution as those of the machine. For any position desired along the
range, the chance of the machine being within tolerable bounds from that position (in the
absence of any apriori knowledge about the command sent) is given by:
p(G) 2Ed (2.21)
RM
where G is the goal of the task and is defined as G ="being within tolerable bounds
from the desired position".
Hence, the actual information by the machine is:
I G = - log 2 ( = log2 ( ) bits (2.22)
IG can also be interpreted as the uncertainty on the task if there is no knowledge about
the command sent.
If the command is known and it is executed by the machine, we can compute another
quantity: the remaining uncertainty about the task given the command, IGIc.
Note that if the positions along the range of the machine are not distributed uniformly,
we would have to estimate the probability of the goal based on the actual distribution
within the bounds specified by the goal. The same procedure has to be used in case of a
continuous machine, but instead of a discrete summation of the probabilities over the
tolerable range, an integration is performed.
As its definition implies, this measure is totally dependent on the estimation of the
probability of the Goal before and after the command is executed. Estimation of that
probability is not always a straightforward job as it will be seen further ahead in this
thesis; in fact, there are cases for which it is easy to find exact expressions for what the
probability is, there are other cases that require the use of numerical estimation, other
cases can be efficiently addressed only through simulations (i.e. Mont6-Carlo
simulations). In the case where it is difficult to make exact estimates, it is possible to
establish some bounds on the measure using limit theorems. These theorems were
derived as part of this research, based on established probability bounds in the literature
(see appendix for more details). The subject of estimating probabilities is a very active
research area and is out of the scope of this thesis.
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2.3 Information Flows in Mechanical Tasks
In the previous section we have introduced the concept of information in mechanical
tasks, and showed how to measure information in mechanical tasks. We have looked
separately at the source of the commands, at the machine, and at the task specification.
But, we did not look at what happens when the machine and the source of commands are
connected together, and information is transferred from one component to another. We
also did not look at the overall effect of the task specifications. To address these and
other issues related to the mechanisms that govern the transfer of information in
mechanical tasks, we introduce a new technique for quantifying and analyzing the flow of
information in systems.
The concept of information flows in systems is not new. A good introduction to the
subject can be found in (Ashby) and in (Conant). The main idea used in these papers is to
partition the system S into internal variables and output variables or sub-systems. Then,
the entropy and transmission between the environment E and the system are written in
terms of this partition. Conant uses this method to establish what he labels as the
partition law of information or of information rates for a general dynamic system:
F = Ft + Fb + Fc +Fn (2.23)
Where:
F: total rate of information flow.
Ft: thruput rate
Fb: blockage rate
Fc: coordination rate
Fn: noise rate
He interprets F as the total amount of computing going on in S, and argues that
through equation (), F constrains Ft, Fb, Fc and Fn individually as well as their sum and
thus represents a global upper bound for all information rates.
The new approach proposed in this paper exploits the mathematical relationship
between the information associated with two probabilistic events; this relationship is
derived from the expression for conditional probability of the events. Thus, given two
events A and B with their corresponding probabilities PA and PB, the following equality
holds:
IA) + (B IA) = I(B)+ I(A I B) (2.24)
Where:
I(A) = Information contributed by event A; i.e. the information gained from
knowing that event A has occurred.
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· I(B) = Information that would be gained from knowing that event B has occurred;
it can also be viewed as the amount of uncertainty on event B.
* I(AIB) = Information contained in A which is not essential to event B; it can also
be viewed as the redundant information in A about event B.
· I(BIA) = Information that is not contributed by A and which is needed to remove
all uncertainty about B; it is also the residue uncertainty about B once A is given.
Proof:
p(A B) = p(A)p(B I A) = p(B)p(A I B) (2.26)
Hence:
log2(p(A B)) = log2(p(A))+log2((B I A)) = log2(p(B))+log2(p(A I B)) (2.27)
Multiplying the above expression by (-1) we get:
I(A) + I(B I A) = I(B)+ I(A I B) (2.28)
In the case where B is a constraint or condition on A that may reduce the uncertainty
about A, the quantity I(B) measures the amount of information contributed by the
constraint. Another way to interpret I(B) is to view it as the reduction in uncertainty
about event A due to the establishment of constraint B. We can represent this idea
graphically by establishing a fictitious communication channel between event A before
and event A after the establishment of condition B. The graphical representation is based
on a new way of expressing equality 2.24:
I(A)- I(B)= I(A I B)- I(B I A) (2.29)
Figure 2.5: Information Flows (Based on 2.29)
Note: Flows must be positive
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This representation is very practical in accounting for information contributed by
constraints be they modeling constraints or other constraints such as a mechanical
constraint added to the machine to reduce its range.
The other way of expressing equality is to write it in the following form:
I(A)-I(AIB)= I(B)-I(B IA) (2.30)
Equality 2.30 can be graphically illustrated using the following diagram.
Figure 2.6: Information Flows (Based on 2.30)
The way to read this diagram is to start with the information contributed by event A:
I(A). Some of that information I(AIB) is irrelevant to event B and is thus disregarded or
blocked by the fictitious channel we have established between events A and B. The other
portion of the information contributed by A ( i.e the quantity: [I(A) - I(AIB)]) is used in
the realization of event B, but it may not be enough to remove all the uncertainty about B;
i.e. some of the information needed for event A has to be provided by event other than A.
The amount of that information is given by the quantity I(BIA).
To clarify these ideas let us look at them in the context of a mechanical task. We
consider a task with a goal G. We consider the probability of the two events:
C = " Y = X " = "Command Y is equal to X"
G = "The goal of the task is satisfied"
As stated in the previous sections, we can define the following probabilistic quantities
for a task with a given a goal G:
PDIC = probability with which we desire to achieve the goal G after command C
is executed.
PG = probability of achieving the goal when command is not known.
PGIC = probability of achieving the goal when command C is executed.
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Applying the Wiener measure of information to these probabilistic measures, we can
define the following:
* IDIC = -10g 2 (PDI) bits (2.31)
* IG = - log2 (PG) bits (2.32)
IGIC = -log 2 (PGIc) bits (2.33)
So we can write:
I(C)- I(CIG)= I(G)- I(GI C) (2.34)
I(CIG)
I)
-'.-- -I
Figure 2.7: Information Flows in a Task
where:
I(C) is the information content of the command.
I(G) the information that is required to achieve the goal with certainty.
I(CIG) is the redundant information; it is the command information that is "irrelevant"
to the task; it is the command information that does not contribute to the
execution of the task.
I(GIC) is the component of task information that is not due to the command and we
will call it the residue information.
2.4 Summary of Chapter II
In this chapter, we have introduced the concept of mechanical information and we
have shown how information can be measured and how information flows can be
analyzed. Using the Wiener measure of information, we have established the following:
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A] The information content of a particular command C output by an ergodic source
of information is:
Ic = - log2 (Pc) bits (2.35)
where PC is the apriori probability of the command C being selected from a set of
commands SC. Thus, in general, the more likely a command is, the lower is its
information content. For the case of a discrete command source with equally-
likely commands, the information content of the commands is a logarithmic
increasing function of the ratio of the range of the commands over the resolution.
B] The maximum amount of information that a discrete machine can output is the
information required to specify any position along the range of the machine, and
is given by:
Iy = - log2 (M lo g2 ( = 1 g2 (LM) bits (2.36)
where rm is the resolution of the machine and RM is its range. Iy can also be
interpreted as the uncertainty on the position of the machine if all that is known
about the machine is its range and its resolution.
C] The information content in specifying the range and the resolution of a discrete
task is given by:
y = - log2 () = g 2 (R)= log 2 (LT) bits (2.37)
where rt is the task resolution and RT is the task range.
D] The effect of the tolerance is to reduce the amount of information required by the
task as shown by the following quantity:
IY- = Log 2 (d)=g 2 ( )RT bits (2.38)
E] Specifying a desired probability of success, (the probability PDIC with which we
desire to achieve the goal once the command C is executed), is equivalent to
establishing an upper bound on the level of uncertainty in the task that can
tolerated after the execution of the task. The bound is given by:
IDIC = - log2 (PDIc) bits (2.39)
F] The actual information output by the machine is in many cases different from the
potential maximum that the machine can deliver. One reason for this difference is
that in order to control the machine, it has to be interfaced with the source of
commands, and this connection to the source of commands may impose new
constraints on the output of the machine by affecting the machine range and/or its
resolution. Furthermore, when the machine is assigned a specific task, the
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information output by the machine relative to that task may be different from the
potential maximum that the machine can output.
G] For a mechanical task defined by a goal G the following equality holds:
IC)- C I G)= I(G)- (G I C) (2.40)
The equality is represented by the following diagram:
I(CIG)
-X- - ,
Figure 2.8: Information Flows in a Task
where:
I(C) is the information content of the command.
I(G) the information that is required to achieve the goal with certainty.
I(CIG) is the redundant information; it is the command information that is
"irrelevant" to the task; it is the command information that does not
contribute to the execution of the task.
I(GIC) is the component of task information that is not due to the command and
we will call it the residue information.
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Chapter II Appendix
Limit Theorems
Following are two theorems that were derived as part of this research and that
establish upper bounds on the Wiener measure of information. The bounds are expressed
in terms of the parameters specified as part of the desired distribution over the quantity of
interest (position or force). Let:
y be the random variable of interest and G = " y-yd g Ed"
where yd is a desired value for y and Ed is the specified tolerance.
PG = probability of achieving the goal when command is not known.
PGIC = probability of achieving the goal when command C is executed.
IG = - log 2 (PG) bits (2.41)
IGIC = -log 2 (PGc) bits
IG = I(G) = the information that is required to achieve the goal with certainty.
IGIC = I(GIC) = the component of task information that is not due to the command and
we will call it the residue information.
Theorem 2.1:
For a goal G = "Y-Yd I < Ed " defined for the random variable y with y = yd , and
Ed is a given constant we have:
Ed EdIG < 10g2 A + 102 _ Ed ) (2.42)
I EdY Ed
Proof
Based on Tchebycheffs inequality [Papoulis p1 14] we have for any e >0,
Pi x-X e • .;2 (2.44)
where:
X = E[x] (2.45)
o2 = E[(x - x)2] (2.46)
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So for a strategy for which y = yd
P(y - Yd 1 2 Ed) 2< 2
E 2
-pIy-ydl>Ed}> -2
Ed2
.'. P{jy-ydl < Ed}>
.. log2 (Po) >
E2d
, the above inequality (2.44) implies:
(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)
(2.51)
(2.52)
lo92 (1 - )Ed
* IG < g2(E a) +10g2(Ed+ 
The proof for the bound on IGIC can be derived using the same argument except that
instead of using a, aylC is used.
Theorem 2.2:
For a goal G = "I y-yd 1< Ed
Ed is a given constant we have:
IG < log(Ed Y
" defined for the random variable y with Y = Yd
Proof
This theorem is based on the inequality of Bienaym6[Papoulis]. This inequality states
that for any arbitrary random variable x and any two arbitrary numbers a and n:
P(Ix- an > en < x- al n] (2.55)
where e is a positive real number and EDx - a] is the nth moment of x about the
number a.
Inequality (2.55) can also be written as:
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, and
(2.53)
(2.54)
and £ =E d
P(x -a 12E) EDx-a (2.56)
Applying inequality (2.56) to a random variable y, its desired value Yd and the tolerance
Ed:
P(Y Yd > E} < ] Y - Yd 1n] (2.57)P{y-ylEd} Edn
1-P(yy-ydl]Edl (2.58)
P{]Y-YdlI<Ed}> 1- - EIl3y -yd n13(2.59)
Ed
IG l < 1g2 ( nE d ydn]) (2.60)
Note that Yd does not have to be the mean value of y for the above inequality to hold and
that in the case where n=l:
I log2 Ed - y d (2.61)
E l]E Y - Yd n0
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Chapter III
Mechanical and Probabilistic Analysis of
the One-Dimensional Open-Loop
Positioning Task
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter a detailed probabilistic model of a one-dimensional quasi-static
positioning task is developed for use in the investigation of the effects of task parameters
(range, tolerance, machine compliance, tool(s) compliance, part(s) compliance, surface
compliance and machine precision) on information flows in the task. Chip-placement
tasks may be considered as examples of the general one-dimensional positioning task.
These examples underline the relevance of the study conducted in this research and the
importance of its implications.
The one-dimensional positioning task has been chosen for this study because it is rich
enough to permit the investigation of the different issues of interest in the research while
keeping the difficulties of analyzing the task from obscuring these issues.
A simplified schematic of this task is shown in Figure 3.1. In this model, it is
assumed that the knowledge about the position of the surface and that of the machine is
uncertain. The dimensions of the tool(s) and the part(s) are also assumed to be have some
uncertainty. It is also assumed that both the machine and the surface are compliant, and
that there is a possibility for the tool(s) to come into contact with the part(s) at one or two
points. Accounting for all of these factors makes it possible to model many one-
dimensional part-mating tasks as special cases of this general one-dimensional
positioning task.
The purpose of the study is to estimate the probability of the goal G of positioning
one particular tool along a range of interest when either a position or force command is
given. The probability is estimated as a function of the given task parameters including
the compliance of both the machine and the surface, the precision of the position and/or
force sensors and the command given to the machine.
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Figure 3.1: One-dimensional Positioning Task (2-points of contact case
CrO: machine compliance
Crl : compliance of tool 1
Cr2: compliance of tool 2
Yd : nominal position (position command sent to the machine)
Yrao : actual position of the machine
Yral : actual position of the tool 1
Yra2: actual position of the tool 2
Arl : nominal length of the tool 1
A2: nominal length of the tool 2
ero: machine positioning error when there is no contact
erl : tool 1 length uncertainty
er2: tool 2 length uncertainty
CsO : surface compliance
Csl : compliance of part 1
Cs2 : compliance of part 2
frO : machine force
YsaO : actual position of the surface
Ysal: actual position of the part 1
Ysa2: actual position of the part 2
Asl : nominal length of the part 1
As2 : nominal length of the part 2
eso : surface error when there is no contact
esl: part 1 length uncertainty
es2 : part 2 length uncertainty
A challenge in modeling this problem is the uncertainty regarding whether or not
contact has occurred between the tool(s) and the part(s) because of the random nature of
the machine and surface positions and the part(s) and tool(s) dimensions. To overcome
this difficulty, it is necessary to proceed as follows:
a) Assuming that contact occurred at some specific points, develop the equations for
the position and the force at the points of interest given this assumption.
b) Using a partition of the event space according to the contact states, combine the
various expressions for the positions or forces obtained in the previous step.
Thus, for the case where there is only one possible point of contact, there are two
contact states. And one would use:
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p(G) = p (G/non-contact)p(non-contact) + p (G/contact)p(contact ) (3.1)
where p(G) is the probability of achieving the goal G. For the case where there
are only two possible points of contact, there are four contact states, and one would
use:
p(G) = p (G/non-contact)p(non-contact)
+ p (Glcontact at point 1 only)p(contact at point 1 only)
+ p (G/contact at point 2 only)p(contact at point 2 only)
+ p (G/contact at points 1 and 2)p(contact at points 1 and 2)
The case of the n-points of contact is discussed in the appendix.
3.2 The One-Point of Contact Problem
Expressions for the one-point and the two-point contact problems have been derived.
The analysis of a special case (see figure 3.2) of the one-point contact problem has been
discussed in [Khemira and West]. Following, we present the main results for this one
point of contact case. Detailed analysis is included in appendix 3.1.
ya
-- - - - .J
-I
ya
Figure 3.2: Special case of One-dimensional Positioning Task
We assume that the nominal position of the surface is zero, and that the goal of the
task is to have the tip of the end-effector of the machine be within a distance Ed from a
desired position yd.
In the case that there is no contact then ya is simply given by:
Ya = Y =Yd +er (3.3)
In the case that there is contact, the position
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1yIcrS4-
Cr(Yd + er + s es)
s,
For the discrete case the probability estimation is done on a case by case basis in the
next chapters. Following we give the general expression for the continuous case:
Y =d -Ed
p(G = oC
Yd + Ed
+ I
Yd -Ed
fy,(ys)dys dy
d + EdX+ - fy(Ys)dYsdy
t fsy`ds0
which for the special case of a "very accurate" machine (i.e. er = 0 and y = yd)
reduces to:
p() -Yd +E (l+C-r)
fy 5(ys)dYs (3.6)
In the case where the position of the surface is very accurate (i.e. es = 0 and ys = 0)
we can identify three sub-cases (see Appendix 3.1):
For Ed < Yd:
r(Yd + Ed)
p(G)= fy(y)dy
(Yd Ed)
For -Ed < yd < Ed
(Yd+Ed)
p(G) = yCd fy(y)dy
d Ed) +4 
(3.7)
For Yd < -Ed
(Yd + Ed)(l+ )
p(G) = C(Y fy(y)dy
d dEd)(l+)
(3.8)
(3.9)
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(3.4)
(3.5)
3.3 The Two-Points of Contact Problem
In this section, we present the results of the mechanical analysis of the one-
dimensional task involving up to two points of contact. The detailed analysis is presented
in appendix 3.2. The probabilistic analysis of a special case of the two-points of contact
problem is presented in chapter 7. The closed form solution of the more general problem
(if it exists) is out of the scope of this thesis. It is more efficient to deal with this problem
on a case by case basis and make use of Mont6-Carlo simulations whenever possible.
Figure 3.3: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(2-points of contact case when no contact is made yet)
CrO: machine compliance
Crl : compliance of tool 1
Cr2 : compliance of tool 2
Yd : nominal position (position command sent to the machine)
YraO : actual position of the machine
Yral: actual position of the tool 1
Yra2: actual position of the tool 2
Arl : nominal length of the tool 1
Ar2: nominal length of the tool 2
er0: machine positioning error when there is no contact
erl: tool 1 length uncertainty
er2: tool 2 length uncertainty
Cs : surface compliance
Csl : compliance of part 1
Cs2: compliance of part 2
fto : machine force
YsaO: actual position of the surface
Ysal: actual position of the part 1
ysa2: actual position of the part 2
Asl : nominal length of the part 1
As2 : nominal length of the part 2
eso: surface error when there is no contact
esl : part I length uncertainty
es2: part 2 length uncertainty
3.3.1 Equations for the no-contact case
When there is no contact (see figure 3.3) the equations for the actual positions of the
machine and the tools are given by:
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yrao = ydo - ero
yral = ydo - Ar1- ero - er
yra 2 = ydo - Ar2 - erO - er2
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
3.3.2 Equations for contact at only one of the two points
Figure 3.4: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(2-points of contact case with contact at point 1 only )
If contact occurs at point 1 only (see figure 3.4), the equations for the actual positions
of the machine and the tools and for the force in the machine are given as follows:
Crl + Cso + Csl
yra o + Cr + Csr + Csl
Crl + Cso + Csl
Cro + Crl + Cso + Csl r°
Cr + Cso + Csl
Cro + Cr, + Cs0 + CsY +°
Cro
Cro + Cr + Cso + Cs1 (As + Ar)
+ Cr (eresesCr + Crl + Cso + Cs (er +es 0 + esl)
Cro + CsCro + Cr + Cso + Cs (Arl+As)-Ar 2
Cr+Cs +CsCs Cro
Cro + Cr + Cs + Cs r ° + Cr + Cr +Cs + Cs (
(3.13)
(3.14)
+ eso + esl)- er2
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Cso + Csl Co + Cr 1
= Cr + Cr + Cs 0+ Cs (er0 + Cra Cr1 + Cs 0+ Cs1 (es
_ Cor + Cso + Cs, L 'o + Cr + Cso + 
fro =Cr+ Cr + Cs (-ydo + A + As + ero +er +es0 + es)
3.3.3 Equations for contact at the two points
Figure 3.5: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(2-points of contact case with contact at the two oints )
Let:
A = (Cro+CsoXCr+Cs l) + (Cro+CsOXCr2+CsJ + (Crj+Cs1XCr2+Cs2 )
The equations for yra2 can be written as follows:
yra2 1 y d o + A2 Ar l + A3 Ar2 + A4 As l + As \S
+ B ero + B2 erl + B3 er + B4 eso + B es + B6 es
where A is defined above and:
A3 = - Cs2 (Cro+Cs o)- (Crl+CslXCso+Cs2)
A1 = Cso(Cr2 +Cs2 ) + (Crl+CslXCso+Cs2)
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(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
.
_
r0
A 2 = CroCs2 -Cr 2Cso (3.21)
A4 = A2 = CrOCs2 - Cr2 Cs O (3.22)
A5 = Cr2 (Cro+Cs o) + (Crl+CslXCro+Cr 2 ) (3.23)
B1 = - Al = - Cso(Cr2+Cs 2)- (Crl+CslXCso+Cs2) (3.24)
B5 = B2 =A 4 = A2 = CrOCs2 -Cr 2CsO (3.25)
B3 = A3 = - Cs2(Cro+Cso)- (Crl+CslXCso+Cs2) (3.26)
B4 = Cro (Cr2+Cs2) + (Crl+CsXCro+Cr 2) (3.27)
B6 = As = Cr2(Cro+Cso) + (Crl+CsXCro+Cr2 ) (3.28)
Similarly the equation for yral can be rewritten as follows:
yr A lyd+A 2Ar +A 3Ar2 +A4As1 +A5As2 (329)
~yral A+ B 1 ero + B2 erl + B3 ero + B4 eso + B5 es + B6 es2]
where A is defined as above while:
A1 = Cso(Crl+Csl) + (Cr 2+Cs2XCso+Cs l ) (3.30)
A2 = CrCs 1 -CrlCs O (3.31)
A3 = - Csl(Cro+Cso)- (Cr 2+Cs 2 XCso+Csl) (3.32)
A4 = A2 = CrOCs1 -CrlCsO (3.33)
A 5 = Crl(Cro+CsO) + (Cr2+Cs 2XCro+Crl) (3.34)
B5 = B2 =A4 = A2 = CroCsl-CrlCsO (3.35)
B1 = - A1 = - Cso(Crl+Cs)- (Cr2+Cs2XCso+Cs1) (3.36)
B 3 = A3 = - Csl(Cro+Cso)- (Cr2+Cs 2XCso+Csl) (3.37)
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B4 = Cro(Crl+Csl) + (Cr2+Cs2XCro+Crl)
B6 = A 5 = Crl(Cro+Cs o) +(Cr 2+Cs2XCro+Cr l)
The expression for ysao is given as follows:
ysa = AYdo+A 2 r1 +A 3 Ar2 + A 4 As, +AAs 2ysAO L4 +B1 ero +B2 erl +B 3 ero +B 4 eso +B 5 es +B 6 es2 j
A1 = - Cso(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs 2)
A 2 = - Cso(Cr2+Cs 2)
A 3 = - Cso(Cr l+Csl)
A4 = A2 = - CsoCr2+Cs 2)
A 5 = A3 = - Cso(Crl+Cs 1)
B1 =-A 1 = Cs4Crl+Csl+Cr 2 +Cs2 )
B5 = B2 = A4 = A2 = - Cso(Cr2 +Cs 2)
B6 =B 3 = A3 = -Cso(Crl+Csl)
B4 = Cr4Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2) + (Crl+CslXCr2 +cs2 )
The expression for yrao is given as follows:
yra = 1Al ydo + A2 + Ar 2 + A A + A4 As 2l + A s+B ero +B2 erl + B3 ero +B 4 eso +Bs es + B6 es
A1 = Cso(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2) + (Crl+CsXCr 2+Cs2)
A 2 = Cro(Cr 2+Cs2 )
A 3 = Cro(Crl+Csl)
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(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)
(3.52)
(3.53)
B5 =B2 =A4 =A 2 = Cso(Cr2+Cs2 )
B 6 =B 3 = A3 = CsO(Crl+Csl) (3.55)
B1 = - A1 = - Cso(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2 )-(Crl+CsCr2 +C s2 ) (3.56)
B4 = A2 + A3 = CrO(Crl+CS1+Cr2 +Cs2 ) (3.57)
The expression for fro is given as follows:
fro =[- (Crl+Csl+Cr 2+cs 2 )ydo+ (Crl+Csl)(Ar 2+ AS2)+ (Cr 2+C 2)(Ar+ S1)]
(3.58)
+ [(Crl+Csl+Cr 2+Cs 2)(ero+ eso)+ (Crl +Csl)(er2+ es2)+ (Cr2+Cs2)(er+ esl)]
The expressions for frl and fr2 are given as follows:
frl = [- (Cr2+Cs2 do (Cro+CsO)(Ar2+ AS2) + (CrO+Cso+Cr2+Cs2)(Arl+ As1)]
(3.59)
+ A[(Cr2+Cs2)(ero+ es) - (Cro+Cs)(er 2+ es 2)+ (Cro+Cso+Cr2+ Cs2 )(er+ es,)]
fr2 = A[- - (+Cs)yd Cro+Cso)(Ar+ As,) + (Cro+Cso+Cr+Cs)(Ar 2 + As2 )] (3.60)
+ *[(Crl+Csl)(ero+ eso) - (Cro+Cs)(erl+ esl)+ (Cro+Cso+Cr+Cs)(er2+ es2)]
3.4 Summary of Chapter III
In this chapter a detailed probabilistic model of a one-dimensional quasi-static
positioning task has been presented. The model was developed for use in the
investigation of the effects of task parameters (range, tolerance, machine compliance,
tool(s) compliance, part(s) compliance, surface compliance and machine precision) on
information flows in the task. The purpose of the study was to estimate the probability of
the goal G of positioning one particular tool along a range of interest when either a
position or force command is given. The probability has been estimated as a function of
the given task parameters including the compliance of both the machine and the surface,
the precision of the position and/or force sensors and the command given to the machine.
In the model presented, it is assumed that the knowledge about the position of the
surface and that of the machine is uncertain. The dimensions of the tool(s) and the part(s)
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(3.54)
are also assumed to be have some uncertainty. It is also assumed that both the machine
and the surface are compliant, and that there is a possibility for the tool(s) to come into
contact with the part(s) at one or two points. Accounting for all of these factors makes it
possible to model many one-dimensional part-mating tasks as special cases of this
general one-dimensional positioning task.
A challenge in modeling this problem has been the uncertainty regarding whether or
not contact has occurred between the tool(s) and the part(s) because of the random nature
of the machine and surface positions and the part(s) and tool(s) dimensions.
A closed-form expression for the probability of success of the one-point of contact
problem is derived in this chapter. For the two-points of contact problem only the results
of the mechanical analysis are presented. The probabilistic analysis of a special case of
the two-point of contact problem is presented in chapter 7. The closed-form solution of
the more general problem (if it exists) is out of the scope of this thesis. It is more
efficient to deal with this problem on a case by case basis and make use of Monte-Carlo
simulations whenever possible.
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Chapter III Appendix 3.1
Deriving Equations for the One-Point of contact
Problem
The probability of achieving the goal can be evaluated by varying the limits of
integration depending on the nominal position of the end effector. We can identify three
cases.
For Ed < Yd, the probability of achieving the goal is as defined in equation:
(Yd +Ed)
PGS = J fYd) dy
yd- Ed) (3.61)
For -Ed < Yd < Ed, we can obtain the probability of achieving the goal by using the
nominal probability distribution, i.e. the probability distribution if there is no contact, and
modify the limits of integration to reflect the possibility of contact. In Figure a particular
instance of end effector position y = Yd + er with er = -Ed' will be pushed into the
acceptable tolerance range due to contact with the surface.
n
Ed
Figure 3.6: Model of Probability Distribution Close
to the Surface such that -E1 < d < Ed
We can calculate Ed' as follows:
(Edf -Ed) 1 = (Ed d)
Cr Cs (3.62)
Ed =(Ed -Yd)r+Ed
Cs (3.63)
(Yd - Ed) = (Yd -Ed) (1 + (3.4)
s ~~~~~~~~~~~(3.64)
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and therefore:
(Yd + Ed)
PGS = f(,Yd) dy
d - Ed1+ (3.65)
Equation ( shows that the probability of achieving the goal position will always
increase if the goal is in the vicinity of a surface.
For Yd < -Ed, we can use the same technique. In Figure a particular instance of end
effector position y = Yd + er with er = Ed' will be pushed out of the acceptable tolerance
range due to contact with the surface.
suace
face
zd
Figure 3.7: Model of Probability Distribution Close
to the Surface such that vY < -Ed
For this case we can calculate Ed' as follows:
(E - Ed) = (-Ed - d) 
Cr Cs (3.66)
Ed = (-Ed -Yd) C + Ed (3.67)
(Yd+ Ed) = (Yd +Ed)(l+ ) (3.68)
and therefore:
r(Yd + EdXl+ 
PGS = J f(Y,Yd) dy
(yd-Ed)(l+ C
(3.69)
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Chapter III Appendix 3.2
Deriving Equations for the Two-Points of contact
Problem
Derivation of the equations for contact at one point only
In deriving the equilibrium equations in this case, we introduce two intermediate
variables x and z which which are based on the undeformed lengths of the springs. In
figure x represents the free position of the interface between the robot and tool 1, i.e.
none of the springs representing the tool, the part or the surface compliances is
compreseed. In the same figure, yro represents the free position of the robot, i.e the
would-have-been position of the robot if there were no contact.
Figure 3.8: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(analysis of the tool/machine interface with contact at one point)
So since contact occurs at point 1, the actual position of the robot, which should be
the same as that of tool 1, is related to x and yro through the following equation:
Cr (yrao - yro ) = r1 + Cs 1 (xyra) (3.70)
Where:
yro = ydo- ero (3.71)
yrl = yro- Arl - erl (3.72)
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yr2 = yr o - Ar2 - er 2 (3.73)
x = ys1+ rl + erl (3.74)
=eso + As1 + es + Ar1 + er (3.75)
YSo = eso (3.76)
ys 1 yso +As + esl (3.77)
ys2 = ys o + As2 + esz2 (3.78)
If we apply the same resoning to the interface between tool 1 and part 1 (see figure )
we get the following eqution:
Cr +C1 (yra - yr) Cs +Cs 1 - yral) (3.79)Cro +CrI (yral-Yr Cs + Cs l
Figure 3.9: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(analysis of the part/tool interface with contact at one point)
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Figure 3.10: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(analysis of the surface/part interface with contact at one point)
Finally, repeating the same procedure at the interface between the part 1 and surface 1
we get the following equations:
Cr + Cr + Cs (ysao- z) = C (yso - ysao) (3.80)
Where:
z =yr1- As1- es (3.81)
=ydo - Arl - As - ero- erl - es
Using equations () we get:
1 1
C =Crj+Cs,+Cso
1Cr + Cr1 (yral - yrl)
Cs + Csl (ys- yral) (3.82)
1
Cro + Crl + Csl (ysa- z)
= 1 (yso- ysao)
yral = Cr + Cr1 (Yri + ysl (3.83)
-Cso + Csl + - Csl
1 1(yrao- yro) = Cr+C (yra - yrl) (3.84)Cr ro Cr,
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owl
:
Cr oyra = ro +Cr or 0 +r (yral-yr)
yrao = yrO + 1Cr + Cr 1
Cs + Csl + I) t' 1 T kCso + Cs J
Cro
Cr + Cr1 yrl
yrao = yrO +
Era = vtr
Cro
Cro + Cr1 + Cs + Cs1
Cro
J.L2 - J'L- Cr + CrI + Cs + Cs,
(- yr1 + ysl)
Croyr1+ Cr + Cr + Cso + Cs, Ysl - Ar2 - er 2
yra2 = (ydo- ero)- Cr + Cr + Cs + Cs (yd- Ar - er- erl)
Cr (As + es + es)-Ar 2 -er 2
+ Cro + Cr + Cso + Cs
Thus:
Crl + Cso + Csl
yra2 Cr + Cr +CsO+Cs,
Cr + Cso + Cs,1
Cr + Cr + Cso + C
Cro
ydo + Cro + Cr + Cso + Cs, (Arl + As)-Ar 2
Cr
-sero + 0 +Cr1 Co+Cs(e(er +eso + esl)- er2,..S Cr  r +   IC81
Cr+Cr Cso +Cs _yd Cro
Cro + Cr + Cs0 Cs, Cro + Cr1 + Cs0 + Cs 1 l
Cr1 + Cso + Cs 
Cro + Cr1 + Cso+ Csero +
CroCr Cs (er1 + eso + esl)Cro + Cr + Cso+ C1
(3.90)
3.91)
Cs + Cs1 + Cr + Cr
Cr0 + Crl + Cso + Cs1 Cro+CrI +Cso+Cs1
Cs o + Cs 1
Cr + Cr1 + Cso + Cs1
(ero + erl)+ Cro +CrlC0 Cr + Cs (eso + es,)Cro + Crl + Cso + Csl
fro = (yrao - yro)
Cro
fr = r 1+C5 C5 (- ydo + Ar1 + As, + ero + er, + eso + es)fr Cro+Crliso+l I
(3.93)
(3.94)
Using symmetry argument, it is possible to easily derive the equations for the case
where contact occurs at point 2 only and write them as follows:
Cr2 + Cs° + Cs2yrao = Cr + Cr2 + Cs + Cs2ydo +
Cr2 + Cso + Cs2
Cro + Cr2 + CS + Cs 2ero
Cr2 + Cs0 + Cs2
Cr2 + Cs0 + Cs 2
Cr + Cr 2 + Cs0 + Cs2 er0
Cr0
Cr + Cr2 + C s + Cs2 (AS2 + Ar2 (3.95)
C+G 2 + Cso + Cs 2 (er2 + eso + es2 )
Cr+ Cr CSO + CS2
Cro CS-, (AS2 + A2- Ar 1Cr + Cr2 + Cs0O + Cs 2 (3.96)(3.96)
+Cr0 + Cr2 + Cs0 + Cs2 (er2 + es0 + es2)-er 1Cro + Cr2 + CO + S,
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Cro
Cro + Cr1
(3.85)
(3.86)
(3.87)
(3.88)
(3.89)
yra1 =
(3.92)
(-
I.- I ro + Cri)..- I
' | Vl . _ { _ _ | V>;. |
Cs + Cs2 Cro + Cr2
yra2 = Cr + Cr2 + Cs0 + Cs2 yd0 - A 2 ) + Cr + Cr2 + Cs0 + Cs 2 A 2 (3.97)
Cs + C 2 (eCrro + er2) + eso + es
Cr + Cr2 + Cs0 + CS er)Cr +Cr + Cs + Cs2 (eso+ )
fro = Cr r2+Cs + Cs2 (- ydo + r2 + As2 + ero + er2+ es + es 2) (3.98)Cro + Cr2 + 2 S
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Derivation of the equations for contact at the two points
Figure 3.11: One-dimensional Positioning Task
(analysis of the surface/part interface with contact at two points)
Based on the definitions introduced above, we can write the following:
yro = ydo- ero (3.99)
yr = yro- Arl - er1 (3.100)
yr2 = yrO - 2- er2 (3.101)
ys0 = eso (3.102)
ysl = yso + Asl + esl (3.103)
YS2 = yso + As2 + es2 (3.104)
We also define:
fro the force on the machine
frl the force on tool 1
fr2 the force on tool 2
fso the force on the surface
fs1 the force on part 1
fs2 the force on part 2
To have static equilibrium the following equations should hold:
fr = i.o (yrao- yro) = (yso - ysao) = fso (3.105)Cr 0 S
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frl = 11 [(yro - yr l) - (yrao - yral)] = 1 [(ysl - yso) - (yral - ysao)] = fsl
fr2 = 1 [(yro - yr2) - (yrao - yra2)] = I [(ys 2 - YSO) - (yra 2 - ysao)] = fs 2fr2 = CCr CS2
fro = frl + fr2
ysaO = Cro (yrO - yraO) + ysO
C1 + 1 Yral = Cs (YS - Yo) + Co (Yro-yrao)- ys)Cs, Cs1 Cro
I1
--(yrO - yr) +C yrao
(-Crl,°( Cr*y;
(3.111)
+(Cs Csl)yso + -rl yrl + C ys
Cr1Cs CrCs - CrCsoCr1+Cs, Cr0 Cr,Cs,
CroCsI - CrlCs0
yra1 - Cro(Crl +Cs1 ) yrao-
CroCs 2 - Cr2Cs0
yra,2 -Cro(Cr 2+Cs2) yrao-
CroCs1 - CrlCSo
CroCr 1 Cs 1 yrO+
CroCs - CrCs Cs + Crl
CroCr rl+Csl) y 0+ Cr1+Cs1 yro + Crl+Csl Y
CroCs 2 - Cr2Cs 0 Cs2 Cr2
Cro(Cr2+Cs2) yro + Cr2+Cs 2 + Cr2+Cs 2 YS2
(yrao - yro) = 1 (yro - yrl) - (yrao - yral)] + 2[(yr0o- yr2) - (yrao - yra2)]Cr0 Cr1 Cr2
(3.112)
(3.113)
(3.114)
(3.115)
( + r 1 2)rao Cyro + C (yro-yrl)+C (yro-Yr2) +- Cryra 1 + 2Yra2 (3.116)ro 1 Cr2 ~ Cr1 Cr2
(Cro + + )yra = Yro + (yr - yrl) + -(yr- yr2)Cr 0 rT
[CroCsl - CrlCso___
Cro(Crl +Csl) .I u
CroCs - CrlCs o Cs1 Cr 
Cro(Crl+CsI) yrCr+Cs Cr+Csl
*CrOCs 2 - Cr2 Cso__0
Cro(Cr 2+Cs2) yrao-
CrOCs2 - Cr2Cs0
Cro(Cr 2+Cs 2 ) Yr
Cs 2
0 + Cr2+Cs2 Yr2 +
Cr 2 ys
Cr2+Cs2
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(3.106)
(3.107)
(3.108)
(3.109)
(3.110)
+
1
Crl
1
+
(3.117)- . - lr
Cr2
Cr, Cs,~
CrOCs1 - CrlCso 
CriCro(Crl+Csl)Yra
+ 21
.1 Cr 2
CroCs -Crl
CriCro(Crl+(
-(1-- Cs1 )yrl-CrU1 - Crl(Crl+Cs 1)j Yn-C
CrOCs2 - Cr2 Cs0
Cr2Cro(Cr2 +Cs2) =
Cso Cr0 Cs 2 - Cr2 Cso 1
:Sl) - Cr2Cro(Cr2+Cs2 )Yr0
1 Cs 2
'r2 Cr2 (Cr2 +Cs2 )j y r2
+ 1 YS
Cr 2 +Cs 2 YS2
Cr+CsTla [1+ Cr2+Csllyra = 01
Cro+Cso
+ Cr1+Cs
Cr+Cso
Cr 2 +Cs 2 J 0
1 1Crl+Cs y- 2+Cs2 Yr2
+ s1 1+ sCrl+CS1 YSl + Cr2+C 2 YS2
+ 1
1Cr+Cs o
[Cr 1+Cs1
Cr 0+Cs 0
Cr2+CS2
Cr o
Crl+Cs 1 Yrl-
Cr0
Cr2 +Cs2 Yr2 +
Cr
Cr 1l+Cs 
y sl + Cr2Cs2 YS2]
yra2 = 1[(C r OC s2 - Cr2CsO)(YS - yrl) + [Cs2 (Cro+CsO) -(Crl+C XCso+Cs2)]yr2
+ [Cr 2(Cro+Cso)- (Crl+CsXCro+Cr 2 )]ys2 J
yral = (CroC s, - CrlCsO)(ys2 
- yr2) + [Cs l(Cro+Cso ) - (Cr2+Cs2XCso+Cs 1)]yrl 
yra = if (Cr0CL C Cs ) + [Crl(Cro +CsO) - (Cr2+Cs2XCro+Cr )]ys J
where:
A = (Cro+CsoXCrl+Csl) + (Cr+CsOXCr 2+Cs) +(Crl+CSIXCr 2 +Cs2 )
The equations for yra2 can be expanded into the following expressions:
CCs2 - Cr2Cso)(Asl+ eso + es1- ydo+ Ar l+ ero + erl)
yra2 = f + r[Cs 2(CrO+Cs) - (Crl+CSlXCso+Cs2)yd- Ar2 - erO- er2) (r
+ [Cr2(CrO+CsO) - (Crl+CS iXCro+Cr2 )As 2 eso - es2)j
yra2 = A
A .. A A A_ . A 1 uO -- A'2 -rl + A3 r2 + A4 As1 + A5 As2
+B1er0 +B2 erl +B3erO +B4eso +B5 es + B 6es2 (3
where A is defined above and:
A3 = - Cs2(Cro+Cso)- (Crl+CslXCso+Cs 2)
A, = Cso(Cr 2+Cs2)+ (crl+CslXcso+Cs 2 )
A2 = CrCs 2- Cr2Cso
A 4 = A2 = CroCs2 -Cr 2Cs
(3.121)
(3.122)
3.123)
.124)
.125)
(3.126)
(3.127)
(3.128)
(3.129)
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+ + Cr2 )ao
=W+1 1,
+ Cs YS
[1
eg-o
Cr+CsO
Crl+Cs,
(3.118)
yrao = yrO
(3.119)
-
I
I
A5 = Cr2(Cr+Cs ) + (Crl+CslXCro+Cr2 ) (3.130)
B1 = - A = - Cso(Cr2+Cs2 )- (Cr1+Cs 1XCso+Cs2 ) (3.131)
B5 = B2 =A 4 = A2 = CroCs 2 -Cr 2Cs 0 (3.132)
B3 = A3 = - Cs2(Cro+Cso)- (Crl+CslXCso+Cs2 ) (3.133)
B4 = Cro(Cr2+Cs2) + (Crl+CsXCro+Cr2 ) (3.134)
B 6 = A5 = Cr 2(Cro+Cso) +(Crl+ClXCro+Cr 2 (3.135)
Similarily the equation for yral can be rewritten as follows:
yra1 = 1A y d + A 2 A r l + A3 Ar2 + A4 As1 + A 5 As2 + es (3.136)
+ B 1 ero + B 2 erl + B3 erO + B4 eso + B5 es + B6 es2
where A is defined as above while:
A1 = Cso(Crl+Csl) + (Cr 2+Cs 2XCso+Csl) (3.137)
A2 = CrOCsl-CrlCsO (3.138)
A3 = - Csl(Cro+Cso)- (Cr2+Cs 2XCso+Cs 1) (3.139)
A4 = A2 = CroCsl-CrlCsO (3.140)
A 5 = Crl(CrO+Cso) + (Cr 2+Cs2XCro+Crl) (3.141)
B5 = B2 =A 4 = A2 = CrOCsl-CrlCs o (3.142)
B 1 = - A1 = - Cso(Crl+Csl)- (Cr2 +Cs 2XCso+Cs1) (3.143)
B 3 = A3 - -Cs l(Cro+Cso)- (Cr2+Cs2 XCso+Cs 1) (3.144)
B4 = Cro(Crl+Csl) + (Cr2+Cs 2XCro+Crl) (3.145)
B6 = A 5 = Crl(Cro+Cs o) +(Cr 2+Cs2XCro+Cr l) (3.146)
Following we derive the expressions for ysao, yrao, fro, frl and fr2 :
ysao = yso
-
-- [(Cr2+Cs2Xys - yrl) + (Crl+Cs 1Xys2 - yr2)] (3.147)
ysa° = AYdo + A2Arl + A3 2 + A4S 1 +A s2 es (3.148)
y AL + B ero + B2 erl + B3 ero + B4 eso + B5 es + B6 es2
A1 = - Cso(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2) (3.149)
A 2 = - Cso(Cr2+Cs2) (3.150)
A 3 = - Cso(Cr l+Csl) (3.151)
A4 = A 2 = - Cso(Cr 2+Cs 2 ) (3.152)
As5 =A 3 = -Cs(Crl+Csl) (3.153)
B1 =-A = Cso(Crl+Csl +Cr 2+Cs2 ) (3.154)
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B5 = B2 = A 4 = A 2 = - Cso(Cr2 +Cs2 )
B6 = B3 = A3 = - Cso(Crl+Csl) (3.156)
B4 = Cro(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2 ) + (Crl+CslXCr 2+Cs 2) (3.157)
yrao = yro + -O(Cr 2+Cs2 XysI - yrl) + (Crl+CSlXys2 - yr2 )] (3.158)
yra0 = 1 A yd + A2 Arl + A 3 Ar2 + A4 As1 + A 5 As2 (3.159)
+ B1 er + B2 erl + B3 erO + B4 eso + B5 es + B6 es2
A1 = Cso(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2 ) + (Crl+Csl XCr2+Cs2 ) (3.160)
A2 = Cro(Cr2+Cs2) (3.161)
A3 = Cro(Crl +Csl) (3.162)
B5 =B2 =A 4 =A 2 = Cso(Cr2+Cs2) (3.163)
B6 =B3 = A3 = Cso(Crl+Csl) (3.164)
B1 = - A1 = - Cso(Crl+Csl+ Cr2+Cs2)- (Crl+CslXCr2+Cs2) (3.165)
B4 = A2 +A 3 = Cro(Crl+CS1 +Cr2 +Cs2) (3.166)
fro = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 Ty r1 )+ 1 s - r2) (3 .1 6 7 )[1e +Cr +Cs][crl Csl(ySlyrl)+Cs2Y2(Cro+Cs 1 Cro+Cso Cs,(2
Cr l Cr2+Cs2]Cr
fro = [(Cr2+Cs2 Xysl - yrl) + (Crl+CSlXys2 - yr2)] (3.168)
fr = 1 [(Cr2+Cs2 )(Asl+ eso + esl - ydo+ Arl+ er + erl) (3.169)
A = + (Crl+CslXAs2+es +es 2- ydo+ Ar2+ er + er(3.169)
fro = .[- (Crl+Csl +Cr2+Cs2 )ydo+ (Cr,+Csl)(Ar2+ As2)+ (Cr2+Cs2 )(Arl+ As,)]
(3.170)
+ A[(Crl+Csl+Cr 2+Cs 2)(ero+ eso)+ (Crl+Csl)(er2 + es2)+ (Cr2+Cs2)(erl+ esl)]
fr, = l[(Cro+Cso+Cr 2+Cs2Xysl - yrl)+ (Cro+CsoXyr2 - ys2)] (3.171)
fr2 = (Cro+Cso+Crl+CslXys 2 - yr2) + (Cro+CsoXyrl - ysl)] (3.172)
fr = - (Cr 2+Cs2)ydo - (Cro+Cso)(Ar 2+ As2) + (Cro+Cso+Cr 2+Cs2 )(Arl+ As1)]
(3.173)
+ i[(Cr2+Cs2)(ero+ es)- (Cr+Cs)(er 2+ es2)+ (Cro+Cso+Cr2+Cs2)(erl+ esl)]
fr2 = 1[- (Crl+Csl)ydo- (Cro+Cso)(Arl+ As1) + (Cro+Cso+Cr1 +Csl)(Ar 2+ As2)]
(3.174)
+ [(Crl+Csl)(ero+ eso) - (Cro+Cso)(erl+ esl)+ (Cro+Cso+Crl+Csl)(er2+ es2)]
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Chapter III Appendix 3.3
Deriving Equations for the n-Points of contact Problem
Equations for contact at n points
.0
ine
Figure 3.12: One-dimensional Positioning Task (n-points of contact case)
Cro: machine compliance
Cri: compliance of tool i
Yd: nominal position (position command sent to the machine)
Dsi: nominal length of the tool i
ero : machine positioning error when there is no contact
eso: surface error when there is no contact
Cs: surface compliance
Csi: compliance of part i
Yrla: actual position of the tool
Dsi: nominal length of the part i
eri : tool i length uncertainty
esi : part i length uncertainty
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In general for the N-point contact problem, there are 2n contact states, one would
have to use:
p(G) = p (Glnon-contact)p(non-contact)
+ p (Glcontact at point 1 only)p(contact at point 1 only)
+ p (G/contact at point 2 only)p(contact at point 2 only)
+ p (G/contact at point 3 only)p(contact at point 3 only)
+ p (G/contact at point n only)p(contact at point n only)
+ p (G/contact at points 1 and 2 only)p(contact at points 1 and 2 only)
+ p (G/contact at points 1 and 3 only)p(contact at points 1 and 3 only)
+ p (Glcontact at points 1 and n only)p(contact at points 1 and n only)
+ p (G/contact at points 2 and 3 only)p(contact at points 2 and 3 only)
+ p (G/contact at points 2 and n only)p(contact at points 2 and n only)
(3.175)
+ p (Gfcontact at points 1, 2, 3,...and n)
p(contact at points 1, 2, 3,...and n)
However, it should be pointed out that it is computationally impractical and often
impossible to attempt to use the previous expression unless simplifications are made to
the model. The reason for this difficulty is that even if we were to ignore the number of
computations needed to estimate the probabilities for each of the contact states, the total
number of computations for n points of contact would be of the order of 2n computations.
An alternative approach is to use an analytical model for the one-point and the two-point
contact problems, and use a Mont6-Carlo simulation for more than two points of contact.
If there is no contact between the tools and the parts, the positions of the tools and of
the parts would be given by the following equations:
yro = ydo-er o (3.176)
yr1 = yro- Arl - er1 = ydo - Arl - ero - er1 (3.177)
yr2 = yr - Ar2 - er2 = ydo - A2 - erO - er2 (3.178)
yrn = yro - Arn - ern = ydo - Arn - ero - ern (3.179)
yso =es o (3.180)
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ys 1 =yso+Asl + es 1 = As1 + es + es
YS2 = ysO + As2 + S + es2
ysn = ys + Asn + es = Asn + eso + esn
The unknowns are:
ysao , yrao , yral , Yra2 , fso , fro , frl , fsl , fs2 , fr2
When contact occurs at n points and there is static equilibrium, the following
equations hold:
Cso~yso-ys 1
fr = Cr [(yrao- yr) - (= [( yso) - (yra - ysa)] = fs (
frI = 1 [(yro- yrl) - (yra0 -yral)] = 1 [(ysl - yso) - (yra - ysao)] = fs (
fr2 = f (yrf - yr 2)- (yr - yra2)]
; = TCr [( yro - yr) - (yrao -ysra)] =
- ([(yrO -yr n) - (raO- ra)]= [ (yraysao)] = f n
fro = fr + fr2 + .. + frn
Cro
1 [(Yro
-
yrl) _ (yrao_ yra0] = (ysl -Yso)-(Y°- yr ° + yCr, Cs, 1 Cro (yro - yrao)] ys
CroCs1 - CrCso
Cro(Cr +Cs) yra -
CroCs 2 - Cr2 CSoyra2 Cro(Cr2+Cs2) yrao-
CroCs i- CriCso0yr a i Cro(Cri+Cs) yrao-
ra CroCs n- CrnCs O-yra = Cro(Cr yraoC-
CroCsI - CrCs o
Cro(Cr+CsI) yro +
CroCs2 - Cr2Cso
Cro(Cr2+Cs2) yr +
2roCs i - CriCs o
Cro(Cri+Cs) yroj +
CroCsn - CrnCs o
Cro(Crn+Csr yro+
Csl Cr1
Crl+Csl yrl + Crl+Csl YSl
Cs 2 Cr2
Cr2 +Cs2 yr2 + Cr2+Cs2 YS2
Csi Cri
ri+Csi yr + Cri+Csi ysi ,
Csn
Cr+Csn
Crn
yrn + Crn+Cs YSn
(3.181)
(3.182)
(3.183)
3.184)
3.185)
3.186)
3.187)
3.188)
3.189)
3.190)
(3.191)
(3.192)
(3.193)
3.194)
(3.195)
`
1r(yrao- yro) i [(yro - yri) - (yra 
-
rai)]
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yra 1 =
(3.196)
t:I
Cr (oYrao- yro) = yr o- 
+ Y CrY - (' Cro(Cr+Cs i)yrao-
ro (yrao - yro)Cro
n
=i=l
CroCs,-CriCsoyr
Cro(Cri+Cs. r0
Cr(Cri+Cs J yO Cri+ Csi
i=1 r
Cs i
Cr+Csi- yri
Csi
+ Cr+Cs
+ Csi Y)
ysi]
(3.198)CroCs-CriCsO
Cri+csj 0ao
n (Cro+CCss0
i=0 ( Cri+Cs i yrao
yrao =yro+ n - i
i _ (Cri+Cso i= 
+ iS [csI(Ysi - ri)
[(ic )(ysi- ri)]
yrao = ydo - ero + _ 1
( oCro+cso 
= Cri+Csi J
Cr i+Cs es0 + esi - ydo + Ari + ero + eri)]
i+ Crso+Cs ))ydO
i= Crj+Csy d
+ Ii=l Cr+Csj(Asi+
+ ..1
i= Cri+Csi]
ysao = yso +
ysao = es +
(i=l ( CCsO))ro +(il Cr)(eso + esi+ eri)
I\--V~~~~
Cso 1
Cro ; Cro+Cs0o
i=o Cri+Csi
i: o+Cso i=
.~[( Cro)( - ysi)ji= l [- ri y -
I CL((Yo - Ari - ero - eri - As i - eso - esi)]
ysa = 
i=, Cri+Cs i
il Cso - Sf= dCri+C s- Ar
*' (Cro+Cso s [(i+ 0 '1 1/ +i ( cri 1 CSeo + Cri+Csi)( eri + esi)i = Cri+Cs i i- i¢ri~--- +
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(3.199)
(3.200)
(3.201)
Ai)]
(3.202)
(3.203)
(3.204)
(3.205)
+i
n So
= Y, --i = 0 -Oi+csi Yro
yrao - 1 
i1-or Cr Cs
CroCs i - CriCso[yrai Cr(Cri+Csj [yrO + 1 
i=o ( Cri+Csi )
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Chapter IV
Information Flows in the
One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Part I
The Case of a Discrete Deterministic
Machine
4.1 Machine Without the Interface
4.1.1 Maximum Mechanical Information Output by the Machine when
the Source of Commands and the Machine are Connected Together
In this section we consider the effect of connecting the source of commands, which
we will refer to as computer, to the machine. We assume that the range of commands RC
and that of the machine RM are such that: Rc > RM . Connecting the computer with the
machine in this case allows us to focus on the effect of the range and the resolution of the
machine and the computer. We investigate how interfacing the machine with the
computer affects the information requirements of the task of positioning the machine
along its range and how the information input is related to the output of the machine.
Let y(x) be the mapping describing the output of the machine as a function of the
input commands from the computer. The mapping is essentially the quasistatic model of
the machine, and it specifies what position the machine would go to if it receives a
specific command from the computer. The mapping we adopt for the machine is discrete
and is defined as follows:
y(O) = 0 (4.1)
y* = x = d = Ldc rc = Ldmrm (4.2)
Y(Ldc rc) = InL ) rm = Ldm rm (4.3)
.. Ld,,m = Inld c rL (4.4)
· Lin= ~der. )
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where Int( ) is the integer function which rounds its argument to the nearest integer.
It is reasonable to assume:
LC >LM (4.5)
Rc = L r > LMrm = RM (4.6)
Knowing that R >RM , the maximum command executed by the machine is
x* = RM . So any command that exceeds RM is ignored, and despite the fact that we
originally had:
IX= log 2 () g2 (LC) bits (4.7)
provided by each command sent, the machine can deliver no more than:
Iy log2 -m log2 (L bits (4.8)
As we will see shortly, the amount delivered by the machine depends on the ratio of
the resolutions of the commands and the machine.
If we assume that Ldc rc is an integer, then the position taken by the machine when
rm
a command Ldc r is sent is y(Ldc r)=Ldcrc . Likewise when we send the
command (Ldc + 1)rc , the resulting position is:
y((L + 1) r = In((Ldc +1) r rm Ld rc + In(r) rm = Y(Ldc r) + Int() rm (4.9)
We have to distinguish between two cases:
a) If r < rm , then the effective resolution of the machine is the same as the original
resolution rm (because by definition rm is the smallest step the machine may make); But,
for each position that the machine takes there may be more than one command that would
result in that position; so we have a many-to-one mapping between the commands and
the positions taken by the machine. This is equivalent to having some of the information
available in the command ignored and unused. When we take into account the range
effect, the total amount of such information is given by:
Ix - IY = log 2 (L) -log 2 (LM = log 2 ( ) = 1og2 (Rm) bits (4.10)
Also, when any command is specified there is no uncertainty about the position the
machine would go to; i.e. PyIx = 1, and Iylx = 0 bits.
We can represent the information flow in this case using the following diagram:
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Figure 4.1: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Connection of Source of Commands and Machine when rc < rm
b) If r > rm (this is a very unlikely case; nevertheless it is interesting to analyze),
then the effective resolution of the machine is larger than rm. If for the sake of this
discussion we assume that: rc is an integer, the machine can make steps that are
rm
multiples of rc and the effective resolution is rc. The number of positions that may be
accessed by the machine using the commands is: . The net information output by
r c
the machine is:
log2 (rM) bits (4.11)
Thus the net information output by the machine is reduced by log2 (r-) bits from
log2 (M) bits; there are two possible ways of describing the information flow through
the machine in this case. One way is to see the quantity log 2 (r-) as irrelevant
information that is contained in log2 ) . So even though the machine has the
potential of delivering log2 (r ) bits of information, some of that potential is not used
(i.e. effectively lost) because of the constraint imposed by the computer controlling the
machine; and the portion of that potential that is not put to use is equal to
log2 (rC) bits.
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Figure 4.2: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Connection of Source of Commands and Machine when rc > rm 1
Another way to read the diagram is to see that part of the information contained in the
command is blocked by the machine due to the discrepancy in the ranges with the
machine effectively filtering out all commands that are beyond its range; the amount of
information filtered out this way is log2 (RC ) bits; but the information required to
specify any position along the range of th machine exactly is log2 ( bits which is
higher than the quantity log2 ( ) bits which is the net made available to the machine
after the out-of-range commands are filtered out. If we were to reference each and every
position along the range of the machine we would need to supply log2 (r-) bits of
information to overcome the shortage.
It is interesting to compare this diagram to the ones we get when we study the
performance of a noisy machine. The quantity log2 (t) has a meaning that is
somewhat similar to the effect of noise; Indeed, for a machine controlled by a computer
that has a range and a resolution that are different from those of the machine, out of the
log2 ( R-) bits of information that the machine can deliver, log2 (Wr) bits of that
information are actually useless.
As stated before, the net amount of information output by the machine is
log2 ("-) bits as shown in the following diagram.
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Figure 4.3: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Connection of Source of Commands and Machine)
The main conclusion of this analysis is that the combined effect of the range
mismatch and the resolution mismatch between the computer and the machine is
measured by the expression log2 (Rcrrm) bits which represents the amount of
information that is not used by the computer/machine system, and that to optimize the use
of the resources, when the computer and the machine are connected together, the
resolutions and the ranges of the computer and the machine have to be matched together
so as to minimize this quantity by bringing the ratio Rc rm as close to 1 as possible.
RM rc
4.1.2 Amount of Mechanical Information Output by the Machine when
the Task is Specified
Let us assume that the range of the task is RT = LT rt , where LT is a positive
integer, and rt is the resolution of the task s.t. rt << RT . We assume that the tolerance
for each task is Ed; i.e. we want:
P(Yd - Ed < Y < Yd + Ed) > PDIC (4.12)
where:
2 Ed = TM rm (4.13)
with TM a positive integer, and rm the resolution of the machine such that
rm<Yd -Ed and Ya +Ed < RT
Thus, after the execution of the task, the level of uncertainty in the task that can be
tolerated should not exceed the quantity:
DIC = - log2 (PDIC) bits (4.14)
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where PDIC (the probability with which we desire to achieve the goal once the
command C is executed) is equal or close to 1. It is shown in chapter 2 that, in this case,
the information required to specify any position along the range of the task is:
IZ -lg 2 (R) = 1g 2 (RT) = g2 (LT) bits (4.14)
It is also shown that when taking into account the tolerance specification and in the
absence of any knowledge about Yd, the probability of the position specified to be in the
desired range is:
P) = 2 Ed (4.15)
p(Z) RT
and the expression for the information required to specify any position along the
range becomes:
Iz = - log2 ( RT ) = log2 bits (4.16)
The question that we address in this section is what happens when the output of the
computer/machine system is viewed relative to the task specification? The task
specification is playing the role of a filter that accepts positions from the machine as long
as they are in the task range and within the tolerance specified.
We know that the machine has the potential of delivering log2 RM) bits of
mechanical information. If we assume that the range of the machine RM and that of the
task RT are such that RM < RT , we have a similar situation to the one that is dealt with
in the previous section regarding connecting the machine to a computer such that
RC < RM where RC is the range of the computer.
So without going into much detail, we can say that some of the information that the
machine delivers is actually filtered out by the task because of the constraint that the
range of task imposes. The amount of information filtered out is log2 (.RM) bits. As
to the effect of the tolerance, we have to distinguish two cases:
a) If rm < 2Ed , then the effective resolution of the task is 2Ed; But, for each interval
of width 2Ed along the range RT, there may be more than one machine position that
would be contained in that interval; so we have a many-to-one mapping between the
positions taken by the machine and the tolerance intervals specified by the task. This is
equivalent to having some of the mechanical information output by the machine ignored
and unused. When we take into account the range effect, the total amount of such
information is given by:
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Also, when any machine position is specified there is no uncertainty about the
tolerance interval along the task range; i.e. Pzly = 1, and IzIy = 0 bits.
We can represent the information flow in this case using the following diagram:
log2(TT +) l 1g2 ) °g2 - )I RT
logi2 R
0{
Figure 4.4: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Task Specification when rm < 2 Ed
As a result of connecting the machine with the computer and because of the task
specification, the total excessive/redundant information is(assuming r < rm < 2 Ed ):
log2 (R rm RM 2 E = log2 + log 2 ( ) + log2 (R + log 2 (4.18)
The information balance can be represented as follows:
The information balance can be represented as follows:
log 2 (c r) =
2( 2 RM rc J
log2 [RC) .
'2Ed)
Ed)
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Figure 4.5: Information flow in s a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Total Effect of Task Specification and Connection of Machine and Source
of Commands when r < rm <. 2Ed 
If we were to design the resources (the computer and the machine) for information
processing efficiency, we have to match the ranges and the resolutions of both the
computer and the machine to the range and the tolerance of the task so as to make the
ratio R rm R M 2 E d 1 resulting in:
RM rc RT rm
Cg2 rm RM 2 Ed 
RM rc RT m
b) If rm > 2Em (this is also a very unlikely case; and it is very interesting to
analyze), then effectively the task is demanding higher precision than what the machine
can deliver. The deterministic discrete machine can only guarantee that the final position
is within + rm from the nominal desired position, so there is uncertainty as to whether
the machine did make it to the desired position within the specified tolerance bounds. It
is as if we have a noisy machine that has an error that varies according to the position it is
instructed to. This error could be symmetric about the target position, but most likely, it
is skewed to one side or the other of the target position. The magnitude of the error could
be as small as 0 and as large as (rm- 2EJ . Like the case of r > rm which is
discussed in the previous section, there are two ways of writing the information balance
in this case. We can look at the quantity log2 ( RT bits as the amount of information
needed to meet the specification of the task and account for the effect of the machine
precision coming short of what the task demands in terms of noise. The amount of the
noise is lo 2 (i) bits.
Figure 4.6: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Task Specification when rm > 2Em 
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We can also consider only the net amount of information that is delivered by this
machine subject to the task specification log2 (-) . In this case the information
balance can be represented as follows:
f, ·
Figure 4.7: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Net Effect of Task Specification when rm > 2Em 
4.2 Machine with Passive Compliant Interface
In this part and in the rest of the thesis we will assume that the ranges of the
computer, the machine and the task are the same Rc = RT = RM and the resolutions are
the same rc = rt= rm
Based on the model presented in the appendix for the one-point of contact, if the
position of the machine is yr, in the presence of the interface the resulting position is
given by:
Ya=Yr for Yr aYs ;(wedefme ys =Lr ). (4.19)
a 1 ( Ys+Y for yr •y, (4.20)Ya(=C) Ys
1C
Note that if - oo, Ya - Ys as expected since C- oo means that the surface is
infinitely stiff relative to the machine, and as a consequence, the machine would stop at
ys for all Yr -Ys
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So the net effect of the compliant interface is a shift of any original position Yr
(s.t. Yr < ys ) that the machine was to occupy in the absence of the interface by a factor
of:
(i C) (Ys r)
The compliant interface effectively changes the resolution from r into:
1
Cr _Cr(Cs) infact if Cr r
+ r + 1S)(SL,) -
CS~l
r
+
CS
(4.23)
= Ya(yr) + (
+1il
The interface also compresses the range Ys into:
1
(Cr +1)Ys
To show this we have to observe that the lowest point in the range of the machine is
0, and due to the interface the new lowest point is:
(C+) Ys
Thus the new range is:
Ys Ys (4.24)
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Y(Yr + r) = (4.22)
as a result of the change in the range, the YS positions corresponding tor
1
y, <y, are distributed uniformly in the range: C +1I Yr -
To find P(Yd -Ed Ya<Yd +Ed)
appendix, we identify three cases:
For Ys + Ed 5 yd :
we use the same approach outlined in the
(Yd+Ed)_
2Ed
pRMP(Yd -Ed-Ya<yd + Ed=
r
-E
p
P(Yd -Ed<Y Yd +Ed I Y=Yd)= 1
log2
= TM
LM
0
Figure 4.8: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliant Interface when Ys + Ed 5 Yd
For Ys-Ed < Yd Ys + Ed 
P(Yd -Ed<Yayd +Ed)= f p Pi
(YdEd) -
r\'l ~!= CA r
C22 Ed + (Ed + Ys- Yd)C
RM
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(4.25)
(4.26)
1
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)P(Yd -Ed5Y<Yd +Edly=yd)= 1
log 2 (2rl RM
2 Ed
(2 + _ Yd 2 Ed 2EdJC0 J
Figure 4.9: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliant Interface when ys - Ed < Yd < Ys + Ed 
We see that in this range the compliance reduces the minimum information required
to execute the task. The reduction is a function of the command issued and of the ratio of
the machine compliance to the surface compliance. This reduction in the information
required makes some of the information contained in the command redundant and
unnecessary to execute the task.
log 2 +
l+(i +
log2 l+(2 2 Ed 2Ed)CS
Figure 4.10: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliant Interface when Y - Ed < Yd 5 Ys + Ed 1
Ys- Ed(1 <y<Yd <Y - Ed
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P(Yd - Ed YaYd +Ed) =
(Yd+Ed)(1+ C) Cd
sp Pi
(Yd -d)(I+ c- - '
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
2Ed(1 +%)
RM
P(Yd -Edy <yd +Edy=yd)= 1
log 2 E Cr +l\g m ,
Figure 4.11: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliant ntterface when Ys - Ed(1 +) <yd Ys Ed y
In this range too the compliance reduces the minimum information required to
execute the task. But the reduction is independent of the command issued, and depends
only the ratio of the machine compliance to the surface compliance.
For + Ed<Yd< s-E 1 C)
2E{1 %)
P(Yd -Ed<Y< yd +Ed)= RMRMU
P(Yd -Ed<Y<Yd +Edy=yd)=O
(4.33)
(4.34)
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Figure 4.12: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliant Interface when )Ed< d <Ys d(
1 C C
In this case we see an interesting effect of the compliance which makes it impossible
to succeed in the task using the given command despite the fact that the information
contained in the command is higher than the minimum required. At this point, a question
can be raised regarding the apparent contradiction between the statement made previously
that for this case the minimum information required is:
log( LC bits (4.35)
yet, with the command specified, the uncertainty is infinite. Actually, there is no
discrepancy between the two statements. The fact that minimum is a finite quantity
means that there exists some strategy for which the task can be executed with as little as
that minimum. Obviously, the strategy that involves sending the command yd in this case
is far from being this ideal strategy. If we want to remedy the problem, we could adopt a
different strategy (or make some alterations in the hardware). For example, an easy
solution could be the inclusion of a bias in the command sent. With the bias being
computed separately as a function of the desired position.
For Yd <( C + E d
P(Yd -Ed Y yd + Ed) = O (4.36)
P(Yd - Ed <Y Y d + Ed I = Y) = O (4.37)
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In this case the positions in this range are not accessible to the machine no matter
what command is used.
00
1
oo
Figure 4.13: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliant Interface when Yd <( Cs + Ed 
4.3 Summary of Chapter IV
In this chapter we have considered the effect of connecting the source of commands
(which we refer to as computer) to the machine. We have investigated how interfacing
the machine with the computer affects the information requirements of the task of
positioning the machine along its range and how the information input is related to the
output of the machine.
The main conclusions of the analysis are that:
A] The combined effect of the range mismatch and the resolution mismatch between
the computer and the machine is measured by the expression log2 (RMr bits
which represents the amount of information that is not used by the
computer/machine system, where RC is the range of commands, RM is the range
of the machine, rc is the resolution of the command source, and rm is the machine
resolution.
B] To optimize the use of the resources, when the computer and the machine are
connected together, the resolutions and the ranges of the computer and the
machine have to be matched together so as to minimize this quantity by bringing
the ratio R C rm as close to 1 as possible.
RM rc
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C] When the task specification is taken into consideration, the total
redundant information is(assuming r < rm < 2 Ed ) :
1og2 (Rc T R Trm g2 ) + g () + g ( ) +
The information balance in this case is represented as follows:
1 og( RMrc-
log2( (r I m
excessive/
bits (4.38)
I2Ed)
IT'
Ed
Figure 4.14: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Total Effect of Task Specification and Connection of Machine and Source
of Commands when rc <- rm < 2 Ed 
D] If we were to design the resources (the computer and the machine) for information
processing efficiency, we have to match the ranges and the resolutions of both the
computer and the machine to the range and the tolerance of the task so as to make
the ratio RC rm RM 2Ed resulting in:
RM re RT rm
g2 (RC rm RM 2Ed + O
E] In the proximity of the surface, the compliance of the machine/surface interface
behaves as a passive information source providing some of the information
otherwise needed to execute the task, thus reducing the minimum information
required to execute the task. The reduction is a function of the command issued
and of the ratio of the machine compliance to the surface compliance. This
reduction in the information required makes some of the information contained in
the command redundant and unnecessary to execute the task.
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Chapter V
Information Flows in the
One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Part II
The Case of the Noisy Machine
5.1 Maximum Mechanical Information Output by the
Machine
When the machine is noisy the range is not affected, but the quality of the information
delivered by the machine is deteriorated. For a discrete machine with a range of
RM = LM rm , where LM is a positive integer, and rm is the resolution of the machine
s.t. rm << RM , the machine output is log2 (Rm bits of information but this
information is noisy. We assume that the actual positions along the range RM are
described by the equation:
Ya = Y + em (5.1)
where y is the command issued by the computer and, apriori, is assumed to be uniformly
distributed along RM and em a random discrete error distributed uniformly on the set: {-
Em, -Em + rm, ...,-rm, 0, rm, ...,Em -rm, Em).
It can be shown that the resulting distribution of Ya is uniform within the range
[Em, RM - Er] resulting in an amount of log2 ( RM) bits per each position selected in
that range. But once a nominal position is specified there is a noise residue of
log2 (m ) bits which is computed based on the estimation of the probability of
tYa , Yd " once the command y is known to be equal to yd:
P(Y = Y I y=y Yd) = P(em = 0) = 2Em (5.2)
It can also be shown that if the actual final position is known, there is uncertainty as
to what command might have resulted in that outcome. This reduction in the information
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transmitted between the machine commands and the final positions output by the
machine can be computed as log2 ( ) bits. Thus as shown in the following block
diagram we have a balance between the information input and the information output.
The block shows that the net information transmitted from the command to the final
position in the presence of noise is only log2 (2-m) bits. This means that it is still
possible to get the same noisy outcome with only log2 ( R M bits of information.
log2 (t)
Figure 5.1: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Maximum Information Output Machine in the Presence of Machine Noise)
log2 RM r 
log2 (R)
() + log2 (R-)
log2 fr
Figure 5.2: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Maximum Information Output by the Machine in the Presence of Machine Noise)
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5.2 Amount of Mechanical Information Output by a
Noisy Machine when a Tolerance is Allowed
Before the command is sent, nothing is known about y except that y is in the RM
range. Thus:
_Y- < _ 2EdP(Yd - Ed YaYd + E)= 2 dRM
with TM a
rm <Yd -Ed
Thus:
2 Ed = TM rm (5.4)
positive integer, and rm the resolution of the machine such that
and Yd +Ed < RM 
I =log2 (2E
But once the nominal position Yd is known, we have:
P(Yd -Ed<Ya <Yd +Edl=d)= 2 Ed if Ed < 1
Likewise, if given the event: Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed
(5.5)
, and is 1 otherwise.
, the probability of y = Yd is
given by:
P(Y = Ydld -Ed < Ya < Yd + E r m2Em
Thus we have the following:
1.
(5.6)
Figure 5.3: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Tolerance Specification in the Presence of Machine Noise)
As shown in the diagram above, we have a balance between the information input and
the information output. The block shows that the net information transmitted from the
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where:
(5.3)
command to the final position in the presence of machine noise is only log2 (2 ) bits.
This means that it is still possible to get the same noisy outcome with only
log2 (2-m ) bits of information. Once a nominal position is specified, there is a noise
residue of log2 (E-) bits. It is also shown that if the actual final position is known,
there is uncertainty as to what command might have resulted in that outcome. The
amount of uncertainty is measured as log2 r-) bits. The conclusion of this analysis
is that the machine noise imposes a bound on the amount of information that can be
transmitted by the machine, and that the residue of uncertainty that remains after the
command is executed is a function of the ratio of the noise over the tolerance. Thus, to
reduce the uncertainty, it is necessary to either reduce the noise or be more generous in
the tolerance specification.
5.3 Noisy Machine with Passive Compliant Interface
when Tolerance is Allowed
The model presented for the one-point of contact in the case of the deterministic
machine with passive compliant interface remains valid, except for the definition of Yr,
which is defined in this case as Yr = Y + em ; Y is uniformly distributed along RM and
em a random discrete error distributed uniformly on the set: (-Em, -Em + rm, ...,-rm, 0, rm,
... ,Em -rm, Em). So in the presence of the interface we have:
Ya = Yr = Y + em for Yr y, ; (we define y, = Ls r ) (5.6)
Ya(C + ) Y = s +( + e for Yr Yy s (5.7)
CrAssuming that ys C Ed + Em we distinguish two cases:
Cs
a) E(2Cg + Em
For Y+Ed<Yd:
P(Yd - Ed < Ya< Yd + Ed)= RM (58)
Y = log2 (E) (5.9)
While:
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P(Yd -Ed<YaYd + Ed I
11
2E dY= Yd) = 2E
m
(5.10)
'- U,
Figure 5.4: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when Ys + Ed < Yd I1
In this range the effect of the compliance does not show in the performance of the
machine.
For y, - Ed Yd < Ys + Ed :
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed) =
Iy = log2.
while:
R1
2E
1 + C Ys
Cs 2Et
(Ys-Yd+ + 1 + (Yd - Ys + Ed)
RM
C
2 Ed + &r(Ys - Yd + Ed)
- S
RM
M
-d
2Ed
P(Yd- Ed<Ya < Yd+EdI y = Yd) =
(YSY + J + + (Yd- Ys + Ed)
2Em
2 Ed + (YS - Yd + Ed)
S2E
2Em
CIt can be shown that &Ys - Yd + Ed) < 2(Em - Ed)
s
using the assumption that:
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(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
Ed(2C + 1)•Em
s + Ed - Cs(Em - E) yE - Yd (5.14)
· rYs + Ed- Yd) EM - Era -Ed (5.15)a. 
I1
2Em
2 Ed
1 + Cr Ys Yd +
Cst2Ed 2 Ed
Fieure 5.5: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when ys - Ed -•Yd < Ys + Ed
We see that in this range the compliance reduces the minimum information required
to execute the task. The reduction is a function of the command issued and of the ratio of
the machine compliance to the surface compliance. This reduction in the information
required makes some of the information contained in the command redundant and
unnecessary to execute the task. The compliance also reduces the residual uncertainty
that remains after the execution of the command. The positive effects of the contact with
the surface increase as the machine gets deeper into the surface.
C
For Ys + Ed- (-rEm - Ed)< Yd Ys - Ed :
r
2E (C + 1)
P(Yd- Ed < YaYd +Ed)= RM (516)
Iy = log2 (5.17)
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P(Yd-Ed < Ya < Yd+ Ed I Y = Yd) = 2E (5.18)
~~~~2E m ~(5.19)2EM
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Figure 5.6: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
C
Ys + Ed- Em- Ed) Yd < Ys - Ed ŽCr
In this range too the compliance reduces the minimum information required to
execute the task. But the reduction is independent of the command issued, and depends
only on the ratio of the machine compliance to the surface compliance. Compliance also
reduces the residual uncertainty that remains after the command is executed by the
machine. The effect of the compliance increases as the ratio L increases. But as the
Cs
ratio r increases the range in which the effect is experienced by the machine shrinks.
Cs
The results of this section are valid as long as Cr < . In the limit the residue
Cs 2 Ed
uncertainty is log2E + E2) bits.
C, CFor Ys-Ed--(Em-Ed < Yd < s + Ed- 2rEm-EdCr Cr
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2E{(Ce + 1)
P(Yd-Ed<Ya < Yd+Ed)= RM
Iy = log 2
P(Yd- Ed <Ya< Yd + Ed I y = Yd) =
(yd + Ed) - (Yd - Ejn - 'C- yd + Ys- Ed)
2Em
CrEd + Em- (- Yd+Ys- Ed)
2Em
1) 1
EEd 2)1
2Em
1 Em r Y s 1
2 Ed Cs Ed Ed 2
Figure 5.7: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
C C
Ys- Ed- E- Ed) <YdY < s + Ed -s(Em- Ed)
In this range the positive effect of the compliance starts to fade as the command is
made smaller and smaller. This is due to the fact that the bias due to the compliance gets
close to the bounds allowed by the specified tolerance. In the limit the residual
uncertainty is log2 E bits.EdJ
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ys S E CForYCs <Y d <sEd C (EmEd)
Z~d~+ l2E4C + (5.24)
P(Yd-Ed<Y<aYd+Ed) = RM5.24)
Iy = log2 (5.25)
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed I Y = Yd) = 0 (5.26)
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Figure 5.8: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
S < Y-Ed - C(Em-Ed) (+ +) r
In this case we see that the effect of the compliance actually becomes negative adding
to the residual uncertainty that is left after the command is executed. This makes it
impossible to succeed in the task using the given command despite the fact that the
information contained in the command is higher than the minimum required. The
minimum which is a finite quantity tells us that there exists some strategy for which the
task can be executed with as little as that minimum. But, the strategy that involves
sending the command yd in this case is far from being this ideal strategy. If we want to
remedy the problem, we could adopt a different strategy (or make some alterations in the
hardware). For example, an easy solution could be the inclusion of a bias in the
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command sent. With the bias being computed separately as a function of the desired
position.
Y· dlYs* For d C
S + 1)r
P(Yd - Ed < Ya Yd + Ed) = 0
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed = Yd) = 0
(5.27)
(5.28)
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14 oo
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Figure 5.9: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when Yd < C )
+1)
A1
In this case the positions in this range are not accessible to the machine no matter
what command is used.
b) Ed < Em Ed(2 + 1)
· For y, + Ed < Yd :
P(Yd -Ed<Ya < Yd +Ed)
2Ed
RM
(5.29)
(5.30)IY = 2 ( RM
While:
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd +E 2Ed+EdI Y =Yd)= 2 EM2Em
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Figure 5.10: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when Ys + Ed < Yd
CFor Ys +Ed- Em - Ed) Yd Ys + Ed Cr
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed) =
Iy = log2
while:
(Ys- Yd + C + 1(Yd- Ys + Ed)
RM
2 Ed + Ys - Yd + Ed)
= s
RM
RM
2 Ed
+ C2Ed 2Ed )
P(Yd-Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed I y = Yd) =
(Y.-Yd+E 4c + 1
2Em
+ (Yd- Ys + Ed)
(5.35)
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Figure 5.11: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
CsYs + Ed- (Em- Ed)-< Yd < Ys + Ed 
or Ys- Ed) 
C
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P(Yd- Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed) =
Iy = log2
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Figure 5.12: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
C
Ys-Ed Yd Ys+Ed- Em- Ed) I
C
For ys- Ed -Em- E ) < Yd <Ys- Ed:
2E C + 1)
P(YdEd<Ya<Yd+Ed)= RM
Iy = log2
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed I y - Yd) =
Cs(Yd + Ed)- (Yd - E- - Yd + Y - Ed)
2Em
CrEd + Em- (- Yd + Ys- Ed)
2Em
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Figure 5.13: Information flows in a One-Dimensionl Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
Ys - Ed- Em- E
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Figure 5.14: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when
For Yd C 
P(Yd- Ed <Ya • Yd + Ed)=0 (5.50)
P(Yd- Ed <Ya Yd + Ed I Y = Yd) =0 (5.51)
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Figure 5.15: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Machine Noise when Yd < C + 
It 1)
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5.4 Summary of Chapter V
In this chapter it has been shown that the noise in the machine results in a residue of
uncertainty after the command is executed. It has also been shown that the information
contributed passively by the compliant interface can actually reduce the residue of
uncertainty. In fact it also reduces the amount of information required to execute the
task.
The reduction is a function of the command issued and of the ratio of the machine
compliance to the surface compliance. This reduction in the information required makes
some of the information contained in the command redundant and unnecessary to execute
the task. The compliance also reduces the residual uncertainty that remains after the
execution of the command. The positive effects of the contact with the surface increase
as the machine gets deeper into the surface. Beyond a certain position though, the
reduction becomes independent of the command issued, and depends only on the ratio of
the machine compliance to the surface compliance. The effect of the compliance
r Cr.increases as the ratio Cr increases. But as the ratio r increases the range in which
Cs Cs
the effect is experienced by the machine shrinks.
As the machine gets even deeper into the surface, the positive effect of the
compliance starts to fade as the command is made smaller and smaller. This is due to the
fact that the bias due to the compliance gets close to the bounds allowed by the specified
tolerance. In the limit the residual uncertainty is log2 E) bits.
The effect of the compliance then becomes negative adding to the residual uncertainty
that is left after the command is executed. This makes it impossible to succeed in the task
using the given command despite the fact that the information contained in the command
is higher than the minimum required. The minimum which is a finite quantity tells us
that there exists some strategy for which the task can be executed with as little as that
minimum. But, the strategy that involves sending the command Yd in this case is far
from being this ideal strategy. If we want to remedy the problem, we could adopt a
different strategy (or make some alterations in the hardware). For example, an easy
solution could be the inclusion of a bias in the command sent. With the bias being
computed separately as a function of the desired position.
There exists a range in which the positions are not accessible to the machine no
matter what command is used.
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Chapter VI
Information Flows in the
One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Part III
The Case of the Noisy Environment
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we analyze the case of a deterministic machine interacting with a noisy
environment. We present a closed form solution for Ys - Es + Ed < Yd. We also present
results of Monte-Carlo simulations done using selected values of compliance and
precision that illustrate the general effects of these parameters in moderating the amount
of residual uncertainty.
As explained earlier, when there is no possible contact between a deterministic
machine and its environment, the machine output is log2 ) bits of information
(assuming that the machine has a range of RM = LM rm , where LM is a positive
integer, and rm is the resolution of the machine s.t. rm << RM , and that the positions
along the range RM are described through the equation: ya = y , where y is uniformly
distributed along RM .)
But in the presence of a noisy environment, the actual position of the machine making
contact with the environment is given by the following equation:
1 (cy 5 +y CrYa=(c)1 y(cYs + es) (6.1)
where es is a random discrete error distributed uniformly on the set: (-Es, -Es + rm, ...,
rm, O, rm, ...,Es -rm, Es).
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It can be shown that the resulting distribution of Ya is given by:
* Ys + Es<y <RM
P(Y) = rm (6.2)
. Ys- Es <Y <Ys + Es
)r + m M E) rm Cr + 1 (ES+y-Y (6.3)
RM C2ES 2
Y + Es ysEs
P(Y) = M + (6.4)
Ys - Es Ys + Es
) = C I+s ( l+C (s Ys)
= ( r.) ( 2E (6.5)
rY s ) (6.6)TM- 2E,
We can verify that the sum of the probability over the range of positions is 1.
6.2 Analysis
Using the distribution given above, we can establish the following results:
Assuming 1+ 1Cs Es
Ys + Es + Ed < Yd < RM
Before the command is sent, nothing is known about y except that y is in the RM
range. Thus:
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed) =2E (6.7)RM
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where:
2 Ed = TM rm
with TM a positive integer, and Ed < Es
P(Yd -Ed<Ya<Yd +Edl =Yd) = 1
log2
0
Figure 6.1: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Environment Noise when
ys+ES +Ed<yd<RM I
As expected in this range there is no effect from the surface on the performance of the
machine. The only effect is that of the tolerance specification which makes some of the
information contained in the command redundant.
Y + Es-Edyd Ys + Es+ Ed
P(Yd - Ed < Ya < Yd + Ed) = d + 4RM [Ys- Yd + Es + Ed]2f i RME8CS
P(Yd -Ed<Ya<Yd +Edly=Yd)= 1
log2 (2E + i s - Yd + +Ed]2)) RM
rmk 8Ed '-
RM
f~e
1og2 (
r
(6.10)
(6.11)
i/1
+ 8EdEs [Ys - Yd + Es + Ed]2)1 + 1 W j1 ~rr%- 8EdCUI-as Cs~
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(6.8)
(6.9)
Figure 6.2: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Environment Noise when
s+Es-Ed < Yd<ys+Es+ Ed)
J IV;7 1 FI
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In this range, the proximity of the surface starts to be experienced by the machine.
This, despite the fact that the machine is not in contact with surface yet!. The explanation
for this is in the tolerance specification. In fact if there were no tolerance, the range itself
becomes meaningless.
Ys- Es + Ed < Yd < Ys + Es- Ed
P(Yd - Ed: Ya Yd
P(Yd - Ed < Ya Yd + Ed/ Y = d) =
2Ed 4-=2(Ys- Yd + ES)R. 2E)
2E + C) +Yd -Ys+Es
2E S
Figure 6.3: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Effect of Compliance in the Presence of Environment Noise when
Ys- Es + Ed < Yd 5 y, + Es- Ed 
6.3 Simulation Results
The plots shown in figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 are results of simulation runs for a
deterministic machine interacting with a noisy surface. The plots show clearly that when
100
(6.12)
(6.13)
interacting with a noisy surface, a deterministic machine can acquire information
passively from the interaction with the surface. The information acquired can actually
extend the range over which the task is successful. The plots also validate the theoretical
model developed as the Montd-Carlo simulations agree very well with the theoretical
predictions.
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Figure 6.4: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Plot of I(G/Command) Simulation of Noisy Environment Case
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Summary of Chapter VI
In this chapter we have analyzed the case of a deterministic machine interacting with
a noisy environment. We have presented a closed form solution for Ys - Es + Ed < Yd .
We have also presented results of Mont6-Carlo simulations done using selected values of
compliance and precision that illustrate the general effects of these parameters in
moderating the amount of residual uncertainty.
It was found that when interacting with a noisy surface, a deterministic machine may
acquire passively:
log 2 (1 + ( Y2Ed ,d Cr bits of information (6.14)
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Chapter VII
Information Flows in the
One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Part IV
Special Cases
The analysis presented in the previous chapters has shown the effects of the task
parameters. It has been shown that the noise in the machine imposes limits on the
amount of information that can be transmitted through the machine. Likewise, the noise
in the environment (surface) makes it harder to succeed in fulfilling the goal of the task.
It has also been shown that contact with the surface can moderate the effects of the
machine noise and the surface noise. As a follow-up to this analysis, we want to know
whether contact with surface also helps in the case of a noisy machine in a noisy
environment and whether the information that the surface contributes passively to the
task can be transferred from one machine component to another, i.e. if we have a machine
component A that is linked to another component B which is making contact with the
surface, will A benefit from the fact that B is in contact with the surface. Another
question that we want to address is whether the analysis that has been done is dependent
on whether the machine is modeled as discrete instead of continuous, and whether the
type of error distribution is important for the analysis. These questions are addressed in
the remainder of this chapter.
7.1 The Case of the Noisy Machine in a Noisy
Environment
The plots shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2 are results of simulation runs for a noisy
machine interacting with a noisy surface. The plots show clearly that when interacting
with a noisy surface, a noisy machine can acquire information passively from the
interaction with the surface. The information acquired can actually make the difference
between failure and success of the task. As indicated in the plots, the amount of
information acquired is a function of the command issued and the task parameters. This
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implies that it is possible to optimize the task by selecting the parameters and the
commands appropriately.
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Figure 7.1: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Plot of I(G/Command) for Noisy Machine/Noisy Env. Case
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Figure 7.2: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Detailed Plot of I(G/Command) Noisy Mach./Noisy Env.
7.2 The Case of the Noisy Machine with Two Points of
Contact
In this section we present the analysis for a special case of the two-points of contact
problem presented in chapter 3. In the model developed previously it was assumed that
the nominal position of the surface is zero, and all the actual positions were expressed
based on the nominal position of the machine. In the case discussed in this section it is
assumed that there is error only in the positioning of the machine and that the positions of
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the surface and the parts are known (erl=er2=esl=ese=). Also, it is assumed that the
surface, the parts and the tools do not have any compliance (Cr=Cr2-=CsO=C s--=Cs2=--).
Figure 7.3 One-dimensional Positionin2 Task (2-points of contact case)
In this case if contact occurs, it can occur at one point only. The point at which
contact occurs depends only on the positions of the parts and the lengths of the tools. Let
us assume that the parts are at the same fixed position and that tool 1 is longer than tool 2.
Based on these assumptions, contact can occur only between tool 1 and part 1. The
model for this special case is given by:
When there is no contact:
yrao = yd 0 - er0 (7.1)
yral = ydo - Arr ero
yra2 = yd0 - Ar2- ero
where:
When there is contact at point 1:
yrao = ys + As + Arl
yral = Y + As 1
yra2 = ys + AS + Arl - Ar2
(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)
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To keep up with the nomenclature used in the previous sections and to adapt the
general model for the discrete machine case, we will relabel the variables ydo and ero,
and let y = ydo and em = - ero. Thus the model can be rewritten as:
yra = + em (7.7)
yral = y- - Arl + em (7.8)
yra2 = y - Ar2 + em (7.9)
When there is no contact, and:
yrao = Ys + Asl + Arl (7.10)
yral = ys+ + As 1 (7.11)
yra2 = Ys + Asl + Arl - Ar2 (7.12)
when there is contact at point 1.
In this model, y is the command issued by the computer to the machine and, apriori, is
assumed to be uniformly distributed along RM, and em is a random discrete error
distributed uniformly along the set: {-Em, -Em + rm, ...,-rm, 0, rm, ...,Em -rm, Em). There
is a chance for contact to occur when the condition y - Arl - Em < y, + Asl is met (i.e.
< y,+AYsl +Arl +Em and y- Ar2 - Em5y+As +Ar - Ar2 ). However, contact
is guaranteed to occur whenever y - Ar + Em < Ys + Asl (i.e. y < Ys + Asl + Arl - Em
and y-Ar 2+Em•5_ys+Asl +Arl- r 2 ).
It can already be seen that when there is contact, the positions of the machine and of
tool 1 and tool 2 (points 1 and 2) are totally known and they are actually fixed; i.e. in this
case, contact eliminates all the uncertainty about the positions of the machine and the
tools. Whether this fact is good or bad depends on the definition of the goal and on the
command issued to the machine in order to execute the task.
Let us first start with the analysis of the likelihood of the machine being at any
location along its range. Performing this analysis is the basic step for establishing the
probabilities of the positions of the tools attached to the machine.
If there were no error, the probability of the y along the range RM is given as follows:
YS + As1 + Arl < y*
p( * r +2 )=RM (7.13)
where y* is a discrete value along the range RM .
Y Ys + Asl + Arl
p(y*_ <y_<y* +r)=y + As+ Arl (7.14)4y T f) = RM (.4
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Y* < Ys + Asl + Ar
p(y*2<y<y* +2) =o (7.15)
Let the task goal G be defined as " yd2 - Ed < yra 2 < yd2 + Ed ", where yd2 is the
desired position of tool 2.
For this case (no error), the probability of the goal when the computer command is
chosen at random can be computed from the distribution presented above as follows:
Ys + As1 2Ar-Ar + Ed < Yd2 RM - Ar2 - Ed
P(Yd2 - Ed < yra2 yd 2 + Ed) =2Ed r m 2d (7.16)rm RM RM
Ys+Asl + Arl - A 2 - Edy5 d2 < ys + Asl + Arl - r2 + Ed
p(yd 2-Ed:yra 2 5yd 2+EJd = Ys+As+Ar 1 [(yd2+Ed)- (Ys+AS1+Ar-Ar)] rm (7.17)RM rm RM
yd2 + r 2 + Ed
= RM (7.18)RM
_ Yd + Ed (7.19)(7.19)RM
yd2 < Ys + Asl + Arl1- A2- Ed
P(Yd2 - Ed < yra 2 < yd2 + Ed) = 0 (7.20)
As explained before in the case of the noisy machine with only one error, there is no
significant difference between the probability distribution for y in case there is noise and
the distribution when there is no error. The difference affects the fringe positions along
the range. So if we assume we are dealing with positions away from the range limits the
probability of " yd2 - Ed < yra2 < yd2 + Ed " can be written as follows:
Ys + S + Arl - A2 + Ed < yd2 < RM- Ar2- Ed- Em
P(yd2 - E d• yra 2 < yd2 + Ed)= 2Ed rm 2Ed (7.21)
Ys + Asl + Arl - A2- Ed < yd2 < Ys + As1 + Arl - Ar2 + Ed
Y+Asl+Ar +f [(yd2+Ed)-(ys+ASl+Ar l -Ar2 )] rm
Em
yd2 + Ar2 + Ed + 2
=- RM (7.23)
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Yd + Ed + 2=d Ed  (7.24)
RM
yd2 < y + As + Arl - Ar2 - Ed
p(yd2 - Ed < yra2 < yd2 + Ed) = 0 (7.25)
The question that remains to be addressed is what happens to the probability of the
goal once a specific strategy (in this case a specific command) is specified.
We consider two strategies. One strategy involves issuing a command
y = yd 2 + Ar2 which corresponds to the desired nominal position of the machine that
would result in the desired position yd2 of tool 2. The other strategy consists of sending a
biased command y = yd2 + Ar2 + AB that may differ from the nominal desired position
of the machine with AB being the command bias. Our objective is to not only compare
the two strategies, but also to determine the optimal value of the bias for different values
of the target position.
When the first strategy is used, we have the following:
Ys+As, + Arl - Ar2 + Ed < yd2 < RM- Ar2 - Ed- Em
P(yd2 - Ed < yra 2 < yd2 + Ed I y = yd2 + Ar2) = (7.26)2E
y +AS + Arl - t2-Ed <yd2< ys + Asl + Arl - Ar2 + Ed
p(Yd2 - Ed yra2 < yd2 +EdY + + Ed I y = yd2 + Ed)] (727)2Em(7.27)
E m+ EdEm+Ed (7.28)2Em
Yd2 < Ys + As1 + Arl - Ar2 - Ed
p(yd2 - Ed < yra 2 < yd2 + Ed = yd2 + Ar2) = 0 (7.29)
Let us look at one particular desired position: yd2 = ys + Asl + Arl - Ar2 . Based on
the analysis done above we have:
Em
Y + s, + Arl + Ed + E"p(yd2 - Ed yra2 yd 2 + Ed) = RM(7.30)
2 - E ra + Ed I = 2 Ed (7.31)
But for any bias AB selected s.t. AB < - (Em- Ed) we have
p(yd2 - Ed < yra2 5 yd2 + Ed I y = yd2 + Ar2 + AB) = 1 (7.32)
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The above analysis for this one particular position of tool 2 can be summarized in the
following two diagrams:
g 2 Ed + Ema
Figure 7.4: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Diagram for strategy 1
log2
log2
+( Em)
rm 
2 Ed
+
Figure 7.5: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
Diagram for strategyav 2
Thus as it can be seen from the diagrams, if strategy 1 was used, there is always an
information residue reflecting the effect of the noise; using this strategy, the machine can
be considered to be successful only if log2 2E + ) < - log2 (PD) where PD is the
probability with which we desire to achieve the goal of the task. But for strategy 2, as
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long as we pick the bias appropriately, there is no information residue, and the effect of
the noise is completely eliminated.
A Mont6-Carlo simulation of this special case has been conducted, and the results
agree with the theoretical predictions of the model. There very small discrepancies that
are due solely to the quantization effects on the model.
In the simulation, the virtual wall for tool 2 is at 150, while the position of the surface
is, the length of part 1 is and the length of part 2 is . The error on the position of the
machine is distributed over [-8, 8], while the tolerance Ed = 7.
The plot in figure 7.6 shows the value of the information residue for various desired
positions of tool 2. We still can see the effect of the surface even using this strategy, but
there is a limit as to what can be done.1 .i .... ·.......... ,. .... I  
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Figure 7.6: Plot of I(G/Command) for strategy 1
The following two plots are a representation of the information residue when the
second strategy is adopted and a biased command is issued to the machine. The desired
position for tool 2 is 150. The horizontal axis represents the commands given, while the
vertical axis corresponds to the values of the information residue. There is no difference
between the two diagrams except for the scale of the vertical axis. As it can be seen for
any command that is selected to be smaller than 149, the information residue is zero.
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Figure 7.7: Plot of I(G/Command) for strategy 2
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Figure 7.8: Detailed Plot of I(G/Command) for strategy 2
7.3 The Case of the Continuous Machine
In analyzing this special case we want to explore another concept that is directly
related to the concept of information. This is the concept of complexity.
An extensive review of complexity has been done as part of this research. Existing
definitions of complexity in science and engineering have been examined and various
measures proposed have been investigated (see chapter 7 appendix). The results of this
review are presented first.
7.3.1 Definition of Complexity of Mechanical Tasks
"The notion of system complexity is much like St. Augustine's description
of time: "What then is time [complexity]? if no one asks me, I know; if I
wish to explain it to one that asks, I know not."" J. Casti
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We define a complex task as one that is hard or impossible to plan andlor execute. In
other words we define the complexity of the task as the difficulty of fulfilling the
requirements of such a task using the given system and the available information. The
more stringent the requirements of the task are compared to the capabilities of the
system, the more complex the task is. This is the definition that we adopt in this thesis,
and we use it in establishing the measure of task complexity. But we focus only on the
complexity component that is rather related to the performance of the mechanical
components and their interactions with the source of commands (the computer for
example) and the environment; i.e. we focus on difficulty in executing the task. The
complexity related to the planning of the task is out of the scope of this thesis.
7.3.2 Intuitive Properties of Task Complexity
* Complexity is relative
* Complexity is an increasing function of the information used to plan and execute the
task [Ashby, Klir]
* Complexity is dependent on the end states and on the path taken between the initial
and final states
· Complexity is additive
7.3.3 Results of the Review of Existing Measures of Complexity
The measures that are reviewed in appendix are Computational complexity, -
Computational complexity, Kolmogorov complexity, Hierarchical complexity, Logical
Depth, Depth and Design complexity. The objective is to provide an overview and a
discussion of existing measures of complexity and to present some of their applications in
mechanical tasks. The main result of our review is that none of the existing measures can
address all aspects of complexity. The measures that are most suitable to deal with the
aspect of complexity that is related to the difficulty in the planning of a task are the
Kolmogorov complexity and the computational complexity or the measure of Logical
depth proposed by Bennett. The expression that is best suited to measure the aspect of
complexity due to the difficulty in executing the task is the measure of design complexity
proposed by Suh et al. In this thesis, a modified version of design complexity is adopted
as the measure of the aspect of complexity related to the task execution difficulty.
7.3.4 Measure of Complexity of a Mechanical Task
Given a task defined through its goal G(position, velocity, force, ...), and given a
command C and the two probabilistic quantities:
PDIC = probability with which we desire to achieve the goal G.
* PG/C = probability of achieving the goal if the command C is executed.
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we define the measure of complexity due to difficulty of executing the task as:
log 2 (PDIC) bits (7.33)
7.3.5 Analysis of complexity of the one dimesional positioning task using
a noisy continuous machine.
In order to explore the meaning of the proposed measure of complexity , the measures
defined in equations and were evaluated for the one dimensional example task with an
accurate position of the surface (Ys = 0).
In this example task robot error, em, is the only source of uncertainty about contact
and it is assumed to be a continuous random variable; hence the expression of the
probability of achieving the goal, PG/C is a function of the following non-dimensional
ratios:
Ed
a =Ed (7.34)
CP (7.35)
Cs
Yd (7.36)
Em
where Em is a measure of the magnitude of the inaccuracy of the machine. For the
normal probability distribution function we have defined Em as 3(em), although in
today's high quality environment 6 (em) might have been more appropriate. For the
rectangular or triangular probability distribution functions we have defined Em as the
maximum magnitude of em.
The complexity of the task can be evaluated for different a's and [O's using equations
0. The effect of different values of and different shapes of probability distribution
functions were investigated. In figure and figure the complexity has been evaluated for a
machine with a normal error function and a value of a equal to 0.95 (i.e. the machine is
not as accurate as the task requires.) The task has a desired probability of success of
99.9%, that is to say 30a.
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Goal Positions Close to the Surface
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 shows that the complexity measure is less than 0 except in
the vicinity of the surface. In the absence of a contact surface the desired goal is not
achieved with the required probability of success.
However, if the goal position is in the vicinity of a contact surface the probability
of success is improved even under position control, and in this case the effect of the
contact surface is sufficient to increase the probability of success beyond that required by
the task definition. The surface has enabled the machine to perform the task.
The effect of machine compliance on part referencing is also of interest. If the
goal position is outside the surface then there is a greater improvement in performance
due to part referencing for large , i.e. a more compliant machine. However, for goal
positions within the surface the improvement in complexity due to part referencing is less
dependent on the compliance of the machine.
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Summary of Chapter VII
In this chapter we have dealt with three special cases of the one dimensional
positioning problem:
In the first case we have shown that contact through a compliant interface helps even
in the case of a noisy machine in a noisy environment and there is a passive transfer of
information from the surface to the machine.
In the second case we have shown that the information that the surface contributes
passively to the task can be transferred from one machine component to another, i.e. if we
have a machine component A that is linked to another component B which is making
contact with the surface, component A will benefit from the fact that B is in contact with
the surface.
In the third case we have shown that the analysis that has been done throughout the
thesis using a discrete machine remains valid for the case of a continuous machine.
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Chapter VII Appendix
Definition of Complexity of Mechanical Tasks
Despite all the attention the subject of complexity has been receiving in many
scientific disciplines lately, a review of the literature on this topic reveals a lack of even a
common definition or let alone a measure of this concept that is broad enough to apply to
more than one area. In fact, most of what has been written on this subject has been
dominated by descriptions and investigations of the manifestations of complexity in
natural and artificial systems i.e. description of complex phenomena such as chaos,
catastrophe, self-organization ...etc. Accordingly, it has always been easier to define
what a complex system or process is than to explain what complexity is. Thus, over the
years, some consensus has been building up regarding the characteristics of what can be
labeled as a complex system or process.
One partial definition of a complex system refers to [Webster's, 1977]:
* A whole made up of complicated or confusingly interrelated parts.
* A group of obviously related units of which the degree and nature of the relationship
is imperfectly known.
A broader definition refers to a complex system as one that exhibits one or more of
the following characteristics[Casti]:
* Its behavior is counter-intuitive, seemingly acausal and full of unpredictable surprises.
* It involves a large number of components with high coupling between them.
* Real authority and control in the system is diffuse; actions of a number of units
combine to generate the actual behavior.
* The system is irreducible in the sense that neglecting any process or severing any of
the connections linking its parts usually destroys essential aspects of the system's
behavior or structure.
Given this definition of complex systems, and recognizing that a task is not a system
but a process, one could arguably ask how it can apply to mechanical tasks?. To answer
this question we first give a definition of what a complex process is, and then apply this
definition to mechanical tasks. The following definition of a complex process is based on
the above definition of complex systems. A complex process is one that meets one or
more of the following criteria:
· It is counter-intuitive, seemingly acausal and full of unpredictable surprises.
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* It involves a large number of subprocesses with high coupling between them.
* The outcome of the process is determined by the evolution and interaction of all the
subprocesses rather than a single dominant subprocess.
* The process is irreducible in the sense that neglecting any subprocess or limiting any
of the interactions between the subprocesses usually destroys essential aspects of the
process.
To see how this definition applies to mechanical tasks; we should point out that a
mechanical task is simply a process with a well-defined goal carried out by a system
interacting mechanically with its environment; i.e. mechanical energy is the dominant
mode of energy transfer between the system and its environment. The interface between
the system and the environment could be fixed, but, more often than not, it changes over
time resulting in a change in the mechanics of the interactions between the system and the
environment. The following attributes are the mark of a complex mechanical task:
* The task might include a large number of steps or subtasks with high coupling
between them. An example would be an assembly task that involves mating of
many different and complex parts, with the mating sequence unknown.
* The task might involve a lot of changing interactions between the mechanical
system and the environment. An example of such a task would be one that
involves contact between the machine and the environment at one or more points
with the contact state changing over time. Examples of such tasks are pick and
place tasks, grasping, etc...
* The system and/or the environment could have complex features that make it
hard to model the task and predict its outcome. Again the task of mating parts
with complex geometric features and possibly with compliant interfaces provides
a good example in this case. Another example which would be reviewed in a
little bit more detail later on is the task of moving a part between two locations in
an environment that is cluttered with obstacles between the two locations. This
task is also known as the piano mover problem.
* Uncertainty in the system and in the environment are significant enough (relative
to the tolerance allowed) to hamper the effort of executing the task or predicting
its outcome. The task of positioning an object, as will be seen later on, or the task
of mating two parts in the presence of uncertainty provide good examples for this
aspect of complexity.
· Slight differences in geometrical features or mechanical properties of the
environment and/or the system result in remarkable changes in the degree of
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difficulty of the task. The best example to illustrate this case is the task of
inserting a peg in a shanfered vs. unshanfered hole.
If we were to summarize the afore-mentioned attributes, we would define a complex
task as one that is hard or impossible to plan andlor execute. In other words we define
the complexity of the task as the difficulty of fulfilling the requirements of such a task
using the given system and the available information. The more stringent the
requirements of the task are compared to the capabilities of the system, the more complex
the task is. This is the definition that we adopt in this thesis, and we use it in developing
the corresponding measure of task complexity.
Intuitive Properties of Task Complexity and
Benchmarks for its Measures
The definition we have adopted, combined with the intuitive notions we have about
complexity, provide us with guidelines for developing a convenient measure of
complexity. Following, we examine some of these intuitive properties that should be
incorporated in the candidate measure;
Intuitive Properties of Complexity Measures
a) Complexity is relative
"... Although all would agree that the brain is complex and a bicycle simple, one
has also to remember that to a butcher the brain of a sheep is simple while a
bicycle, if studied exhaustively (as the only clue to a crime) may present a very
great quantity of significant detail."
[Ross Ashby, 1973]
Complexity cannot qualify as an intrinsic property of an isolated system or an isolated
process. But it is a relative quantity. The complexity of a system or a process depends
on the observer/controller of such a system or process; i.e. complexity is dependent on
the objective of the interaction between the observer/controller and the system or process
in question and it also depends on the apparatus used in the interaction. This is a very
important philosophical observation with deep implications on measures of complexity.
The complexity of a system is defined and measured in terms of the functions perceived
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by the observer to be the objective for which the system has been designed. Likewise,
the complexity of a task is defined and measured in terms of the goal of such a task. That
complexity is in the eyes of the beholder should not be viewed as a weakness in any
measure that we come up with because abstracting the complexity of a system to a single
number is not a very useful exercise.
But our statement that "complexity is in the eyes of the observer" does not exclude
the possibility of encountering special cases where it is possible to compare the
complexity of two systems or two tasks on an almost absolute scale. For example, in the
case of the peg-in-a-hole task, one can say that a task involving a cylindrical peg and a
cylindrical hole is less complex than one involving a peg and a hole that have a polygonal
cross section. Similarly, for the positioning task, it can be argued that using the same
strategy but in the presence of obstacle-free environments the task complexity is in
general less than that in the presence of obstacles.
b) Complexity is an increasing function of the information used to plan and execute
the task [Ashby, Klir]
In the real world task complexity translates into high direct and indirect costs in time,
hardware and software. But these costs are only effects, and it can be argued that these
costs are strongly dependent on information [Fitts] [Gutowsky et al.]. Execution time is a
result or effect of the information processing load and not the cause of complexity.
Hardware and software costs are also a direct result of the information processing
capabilities required by the task (precision, rate constraints) and the limitations of the
resources. So it is only logical to conclude that the complexity of a task can be measured
in terms of the information processed in the planning and execution of such a task. In
light of this observation, it is then not a coincidence that almost all the measures of
complexity proposed in the literature are defined in terms of information.
c) Complexity is dependent on the end states and on the path taken between the
initial and final states
Complexity is a function of the given initial, the desired final conditions and the
actual final conditions achievable using the given system and the available information:
The more stringent the requirements expressed in the desired final conditions, the
more difficult or complex the task is expected. Thus the task of mating two parts that
were built to have a generous clearance between them is less complex than the case of
mating two parts with low clearance.
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But the use of machines with different capabilities or the use of different strategies or
plans could influence the final outcome of the task, with one machine or strategy more
successful than another in terms of fulfilling the requirements of the task. And the closer
the final state achieved by the machine is to the desired goal, the less complex the task
becomes.
Also, if the initial conditions are the same as the desired final conditions, the
complexity should be zero; the best strategy to adopt in this case is the do-nothing
strategy.
In addition, the complexity of a task is a function of the trajectory or possible
trajectories taken or plan used by the system to actually go from the initial to the final
state. Based on the previous observations, the dependence of complexity on the path
should be obvious since each path taken might lead to different final conditions and
different information requirements This is clearly illustrated in the piano mover problem
or the peg in a hole problem mentioned before.
d) Complexity is additive
If two independent tasks A and B are joined together to form a new task D, the
complexity of D is the sum of the complexities of A and B. Otherwise the complexity of
D is the sum of the complexity of A and the complexity of B given that A is performed
(or vice versa). Note that independence of two tasks here means that performing one of
the tasks does not influence in any way the complexity of the other. The additivity
property implies that the complexity of a subtask is at least as equal to the complexity of
the task itself.
Benchmarks
The following observations are meant to serve as guidelines, or test cases, for
any measure of task complexity that may be considered. We begin by observing
that for many standard tasks we could, without devising any detailed strategies for
executing these tasks, compare one task to another. For example, looking at the
peg in a hole task we can say that a task involving a cylindrical peg and a
cylindrical hole is easier than one involving a peg and a hole that have a polygonal
shape. And in general it is observed that the more planes of symmetry the peg and
the hole have, the easier the task will be. Similarly, for the one-dimensional
positioning task, it can be shown that using the same strategy but in the presence of
different interfaces with the environment (compliant vs. stiff surface for example)
the task complexity changes. Also even if the final goal is the same and the
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interface with the environment is kept the same ( positioning in space) it is
impossible to achieve the goal if there is an obstacle between the initial position
and the goal.
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Review of Existing Measures of Complexity
The measures reviewed are Computational complexity, Kolmogorov complexity,
Hierarchical complexity, Logical Depth, and Depth. The objective is to provide an
overview of existing measures of complexity, to present some of their applications in
robotics tasks.
Computational Complexity
Background
Computational Complexity is used to measure of the computational requirements of a
problem, i.e. the computational efficiency of the algorithm(s) used to solve the problem.
The most commonly used measure of computational complexity of an algorithm is its
running time which is the time needed for its execution. Running time is evaluated as a
function of one or a few parameters measuring the size of the input to the algorithm. For
example, in motion planning, the dimension of the configuration space and the number of
polynomial constraints defining the shape of the objects are typical parameters measuring
the size of this problem. Running time is usually estimated for the worst case scenario;
i.e. the maximum running time for any input size. When the worst case is unlikely to
happen in practice, it might be more useful to evaluate the complexity in terms of the
average running time instead. The particular expression T(n) for the complexity of an
algorithm is not as important as the rate of growth of this expression when the size of the
input becomes large. If we let O(f(n)) be the set of real functions h(n) such that there
exist positive constants N and X verifying h(n) 5&f(n) for n < N, then the time complexity
of an algorithm is O(f(n)) if and only if T(n) e O(f(n)). An algorithm, the complexity of
which is O(f(n)), is said to be more complex than one with complexity O(h(n)) if and only
if O(h(n)) c O(f(n)). A polynomial-time algorithm is one whose time complexity is
O(nr), for some r > 0. An exponential-time algorithm is one whose time complexity
cannot be classified as polynomial-time. The critical question is whether the minimum
time required for an algorithm is polynomial or exponential, because in general a problem
is not considered solved until a polynomial-time algorithm for solving it is found.
Computational Complexity of a problem P refers to the intrinsic complexity (time,
space) of P, and it is measured as the minimum complexity of known and unknown
algorithms that solve P. The motivation for the analysis of the complexity of a problem
is to decide whether the problem can have polynomial-time solutions or not. If it can,
then it is said to be tractable; otherwise, it is intractable and a reformulation or
simplification of the problem is needed in this case instead of hopeless optimization of
particular algorithms. However, the direct evaluation of the complexity of a problem P is
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much more difficult than the evaluation of the complexity of an algorithm; an alternative
approach is to establish the membership of P in a class C of problems by showing the
equivalence between P and another problem belonging to C. Based on this approach,
many classes of problems have been identified; some of the most important classes are P,
NP, and PSPACE; These three classes are related through P a NP C PSPACE and they
are defined as follows:
* Class P is the class of problems for which the solving algorithm has polynomial-time
on a deterministic Turing machine.
· Class NP is the class of problems that can be solved in polynomial-time on a non-
deterministic Turing machine which is a machine that has the capability of executing
an infinite number of computational sequences in parallel.
· Class PSPACE is the class of problems which can be solved by a polynomial space
algorithm on a non deterministic Turing machine.
A problem P is said to be C-hard if P is not necessarily in C but every problem in C is
reducible to P through a polynomial-time transformation meaning that for any algorithm
that solves P there corresponds an algorithm of the same class of complexity for any
problem in C. If P happens to be in C and it is C-hard, then it is said to be C-complete.
For example the traveling salesman problem is an NP-complete problem.
Application: The Generalized Mover's Problem
The generalized mover's problem is the problem of "planning a sequence of
movements of linked polyhedra through three-dimensional Euclidean space, while
avoiding contact with a fixed set of polyhedral obstacles" [Reif, 1979].
The mathematical specification of this problem is as follows:
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Let the obstacle set B be a finite set of (rational) polyhedra B 1,....,B representing the
rigid objects (obstacles) scattered in space.
Let the object to be moved R -robot and its load- be a finite set of (rational) polyhedra
R1,...,Rm which are freely linked at distinguished linkage vertices vl,...,vn.
Let PI be the initial position and orientation of R and PF its final position and
orientation.
The problem is to find a path that takes R through a continuos sequence of positions
and orientations from PI to PF while avoiding contact with any of the obstacles Bi.
The computational complexity of this and variations of this problem has been studied
extensively and there have been various results published in the robotics literature. An
extensive review and analysis can be found in [Latombe, 1991]. The results obtained so
far suggest that in general the complexity of path planning increases exponentially with
the dimension of the configuration space which is the space of all the configurations of
the object R to be moved. A configuration of an object is defined as the specification of
the position of every point in this object relative to a fixed reference frame [Arnold,
1978].
Discussion
As evidenced by the previous two sections, Computational complexity is a well
established field. And the concept has proved very useful in investigating the
computational cost (time and memory space) of algorithms and problems. But we think
that computational cost is only one of the aspects of complexity and that it is more of a
consequence of complexity rather than its cause. Computational cost is a reflection of the
processing and exchange of information that take place among the agents participating in
the planning and execution of the task.
Kolmogorov Complexity
Background
Kolmogorov Complexity, also referred to as algorithmic complexity is a concept that
has been developed independently by Kolmogorov and Chaitin. This concept has been
used in the study of randomness in numbers, strings and objects in general. The
Kolmogorov complexity of an arbitrary object refers to its intrinsic descriptive
complexity and is defined as the length of the shortest binary computer program that
describes the object. Before giving a formal definition of the Kolmogorov Complexity of
a string, it is useful to look at the following example adapted from [Cover, 1991]. Three
binary strings are defined as:
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S1: 0101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101
S2: 011010100000 1001111 110011 00100111111100100001000
S3: a random sequence generated by random flips of a coin with 64 flips.
It is desired to find the shortest binary computer programs that would generate each of
these sequences. The first string is simple enough to be generated by a simple
instruction to print 01 thirty two times. The second sequences, though it looks random
and indeed passes many of the randomness tests, is simply the binary expansion of
- 1. Thus it can be considered as a simple sequence. There are 264 possibilities for
the 3rd string and the only way to describe it exactly is to state the outcome of each coin
flip. So there is no better program for such a sequence than simply saying "Print the
following: 0101100111010...0". Thus the descriptive complexity of a truly random
binary sequence is as long as the sequence itself.
The Kolmogorov Complexity KU(x) of a string x with respect to a universal
computer U is defined as
K(x) =min 1(p)
pU(p)x
the minimum length over all programs that print x and halt[Cover, 1991].
Application
So far there hasn't been any substantial use of Kolmogorov complexity in robotics
though it has the potential to be a useful tool in quantifying the minimum amount of
information that should be supplied to the task and in defining some loose notions like the
structuredness of the environment of a task or the hardware descriptive complexity. It
might also be useful in studying other aspects of complexity that are different from but
complementary to computational complexity. Outside the realm of robotics and
mechanical tasks, the applications have been abundant especially in the area of pattern
recognition and in areas where descriptive complexity is the dominant aspect of
complexity. One could raise reservations about the possibility of using such a
mathematical concept as Kolmogorov complexity which deals with strings and numbers
in areas such as genetics and molecular biology. As the following quote explains it, the
connection is in the mapping that can be established between many physical phenomena
and strings:
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"Some people's reaction to all these mathematical definition is that they
only have to do with the complexity of strings of numbers. what does that
have to do with the world of real physical objects that we endeavor to
understand? One example will show us how these ideas can apply to the
real world. Think of the DNA molecule for a specific animal". "This
molecule is a sequence of base pairs that tell us how to make a genetic
replica of that animal. The sequence of base pairs can be mapped onto a
single number. For example, the four letters in the genetic code could be
designated 0,1,2 and 3 respectively. Then molecule is perfectly
represented by a sequence like 023011032221.... So we can construct a
finite number that represents the informal content of the DNA molecule
and can ask now ask: What is the length of the minimal algorithm that will
produce that number?
One thing we know is the code of triplet sequences of base pairs for the
twenty amino acids-the building blocks for all proteins. Hence we know
that the number is not completely random because there is lots of order in
the number already- we can look at the number of a sequence of triplets.
We also know empirically there is a lot of redundancy-repetition- in the
DNA molecule"," and that also represents order. Finally we know that this
molecule, in principle, contains the instructions for making the animal, all
the organs, the hair color, and so forth, and that also represents further
informational content of a very high order. All this argues for the fact that
the DNA molecule and the number representing it is not random and yet is
not perfectly ordered, either- it is a "complicated number". If we could
find the length of the minimal algorithm, it seems that it would certainly
be much less than the length of the DNA number and could provide a
quantitative measure of the complexity of the animal".
Discussion
The criticism leveled at this measure though is that it is impossible to verify that one
did actually get the minimal length of a given string and that even if that difficulty is
ignored, this measure is rather a measure of randomness and not of complexity.
Although I agree about the first point, I don't fully agree with the contention that KC does
not measure complexity. To make my point let me first present a detailed sample of the
kind of criticism of the Kolmogorov complexity:
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"From an intuitive point of view, these mathematical ideas of complexity,
although they are precise, leave one feeling dissatisfied. Complexity, as a
measure of physical objects, is supposed to lie somewhere between order
and chaos. Yet with the algorithmic definition of complexity, the more
random a number is, the more complicated (chaotic) it is. That definition
does not correspond to an idea of complexity between order and chaos.
Actually, the algorithmic definition of complexity seems to be a
misnomer. It really is a definition of randomness, not complexity.
To make this point clear, go back to the example of the DNA molecule-
clearly a highly complicated molecule. Yet the DNA molecule has order,
important order that represents the instructions for making an animal. If
we compare a DNA molecule to another molecule of equal length in
which the four base pairs are ordered at random (by rolling a four sided
die), then according to the algorithmic definition of complexity this
random molecule is more complex than the actual DNA molecule. But in
fact, nothing can be constructed from the information in that random
molecule- it's just random nonsense."
"Another example is provided by language. Spoken or written language is
clearly very complex compared with the production of a monkey at a
typewriter- a random string of letters. Yet the "algorithmic definition of
complexity" assigns a higher complexity to the monkey's production.
Therefore, the algorithmic definition of complexity, while it illuminates
the problem of defining complexity, does not come to grips with what we
are after"
The first point to make is that it is not always the case that the complexity of a
completely random system or phenomenon should vanish. I think what makes such a
system or phenomenon non-complex is the fact that we are not interested in the behavior
of each and every individual or component of such systems; rather we are interested in
the overall behavior of the system, which happens to be modelable using statistical
averages. If for some reason, we were interested in each and every aspect component of
such a random phenomenon and its prediction over time, then I think the reader would
agree that such an undertaking is a very difficult if not impossible task. And the
phenomenon is deemed to be complex. So it is our goal or the purpose of our
investigation that influences this sense of complexity.
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In fact, we see from both examples provided by Pagels above that the author without
making it too explicit views complexity relative to a certain goal or function. In the case
of the DNA molecule the function or goal of the molecule is to serve as a code for
"constructing something". While in the case of the text or message received, such a
message is viewed in terms of how meaningful it is to us and what it symbolizes.
I think it is not right to apply Kolmogorov complexity to this case because in using
Kolmogorov complexity we should start with a string and try to find the program that
generates such a string and take the minimal length of such a program as a measure of
complexity. We simply ignore any meaning that might be attached explicitly or
implicitly to the string in question. Whereas in the examples given by Pagels and others,
we start with a process or a source or a machine that generates a string and we try to see
the complexity of that string while looking at that string as simply one sample from a set
of possible strings.
If we were to apply Kolmogorov complexity to the monkey example, we should
revert the experiment and fix the outcome as being a particular random string and ask the
monkey to generate that string. It would be practically hopeless to expect the monkey to
fulfill our request. This type of experiment I hope should convince the skeptics about the
usefulness of Kolmogorov complexity in measuring complexity of strings when applied
properly. The point is that when the outcome is seen as just another random message and
any other random message of the same length will do for our purposes, then we
practically have changed the focus of our experiment and we are not dealing with the
complexity of generating a particular random message but of generating a random
message. These are two different processes and the complexity of generating the
"particular" random message is definitely higher than that of generating "a" random
message.
The same argument can be applied to numbers. If we are interested in a number per
se then if it is completely random, that is there is no way to reproduce such a number with
a shorter procedure than the one that explicitly prints the number, this particular random
number would still be complex. But if we are just looking at that number as just another
random number and that, for our purposes, any other random number can do then since
there are many such random numbers, there are many ways of generating them and thus
the complexity is reduced dramatically for we can for example write a short program
(thus leading to lower complexity) that generates one digit randomly and allows us to get
random numbers in any length we want. (It is as if we have extended the tolerance range
that is acceptable for the various digits).
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The purpose of our interaction with the object which is a number in this case and the
general context or background in which the interaction takes place affects our sense of
complexity.
Hierarchical Complexity
Hierarchical complexity is the term I coined to distinguish the definition of
complexity given by T. Hogg and B. Huberman of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
from other definitions in the literature. In defining complexity, Hogg and Huberman use
the notion of a hierarchy that "can correspond to the structural layout of a system or, more
generally, to clustering the parts by the strength of interaction. In particular, if the most
interactive components are grouped together and this procedure is repeated with the
resulting clusters, one produces a tree [like an organization chart] reflecting the hierarchy
of the system. In physics one sees this type of organization as quarks form hadrons,
which in turn form nuclei, then atoms, molecules, and so on."
Once a hierarchy is developed for the system in question, Hogg and Huberman use
general mathematical properties of hierarchies to propose a definition and a measure
based on the diversity and the number of interactions in the tree. According to this
measure the complexity of a completely ordered and repetitive hierarchy is zero, so is the
complexity of a completely disordered and random hierarchy.
Although this measure has some nice properties, it has many disadvantages. One
disadvantage has to do with the underlying premises on which this whole approach is
based. Namely that a complex system can be represented by a hierarchy, and that
complexity in a hierarchy can be simply measured in terms of the number of interactions
in that hierarchy. Hogg and Huberman refer to H. Simon as the originator of the idea that
complex systems are hierarchical. But although Simon stressed the importance and the
abundance of hierarchies in complex system, whether they be natural or artificial, he
never claimed that all complex systems are necessarily hierarchical. As to the second
idea, it should be pointed out that although the number and the diversity of interactions
are important factors in the complexity of the hierarchy, they are not the sole contributing
factors. Another problem with this measure is that it is not straightforward to apply. In
fact, in addition to the mathematical background needed to use it, we have also to be able
to establish a hierarchy for the system or process under consideration. And that is not
always easy or possible because many systems are not necessarily hierarchical, and even
for those that are, complexity might be introduced in the process of establishing the
hierarchy.
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Logical Depth
Logical depth is a concept developed by C. Bennett of IBM Research in his quest to
define and measure complexity. The basic idea behind this concept is the view that
complex and highly organized systems came to be that way by starting from a much
simpler system and that the organization or complexity of a system is related to how
difficult it is to go from the elementary starting system to the fully developed complex
system. He formulates his arguments in terms of information theory, and he views the
problem of defining organization as being similar to that of defining the value of a
message, as opposed to its information content. Bennett illustrates his point through the
following examples: "A typical sequence of coin tosses has high information content but
little message value; an ephemeris, giving the positions of the moon and the planets every
day for years, has no more information than the equations of motion and the initial
conditions from which it was calculated, but saves its owner the effort of recalculating
these positions." He further argues that "the value of a message thus appears to reside not
in its information(its absolutely unpredictable parts), nor its obvious redundancy
(verbatim repetitions, unequal digit frequencies), but rather in what might be called its
buried redundancy-parts predictable only with difficulty, things the receiver could in
principle have figured out without being told, but only with considerable cost in money,
time, or computation. In other words, the value of a message is the amount of
mathematical or other work plausibly done by its originator, which its receiver is saved
from having to repeat...These ideas may be formalized in terms of algorithmic
information theory: a message's most plausible cause is identified with its minimal
algorithmic description, and its 'logical depth,' or plausible content of mathematical work,
is (roughly speaking) identified with time required to compute the message from this
minimal description."
Bennett perceives 'logical depth' of an object as its complexity. And he measures it
by how long it takes a computer to simulate the full development of that object using the
shortest algorithm and taking no short cuts. Thus, complexity, is a measure of how
difficult it is to build an object starting from an encrypted or elementary description of
that object. Although we have no problem with identifying complexity of a system with
the difficulty with which one builds or simulates such an object, we have a problem with
the way the difficulty is measured. The fact that the difficulty is measured in terms of the
time it takes the shortest algorithm to simulate the object, gets us back to the same issue
we had to deal with in determining Kolmogorov complexity. That is how can we know
that we are using the shortest program? Another question that we raise is whether every
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system and every process in nature can be simulated. This, I think, is an open question.
Another question mark is whether development or simulation time is the only aspect of
complexity of a system.
Depth
Depth is a measure of complexity that has been proposed by H. Pagels and S. Lloyd.
They measure complexity of a system that is at a final state in terms of the trajectory or
set of trajectories by which the system came to be in that final state. The approach used
to develop the measure is almost identical to that used by C. Shannon in coming up with
the entropy measure in information theory. The only difference is that instead of
establishing requirements on the probabilities of symbols like Shannon did, Pagels and
Lloyd impose the same requirements on the probabilities of the possible trajectories that
the system might have followed to get to its final state. Then, they use the same
reasoning done by Shannon to come up with a measure of the average complexity of a
state. The measure is the Shannon entropy of the set of trajectories that experiment
determines can lead to that state. For a system that got to a state d by the ith possible
trajectory, the measure of complexity of that state is defined as the depth of that state.
Depth has been used by its authors in investigating the complexity of physical
systems especially at the quantum level. It has also been used to study the possibilities of
computations using quantum mechanical effects. And research is in progress in this area.
The idea of measuring the complexity of a system at a particular state by how difficult
it gets to that particular state is in conformity with our understanding of complexity of
systems and tasks. The major problem with this measure proposed by Pagels and Lloyd
is in measuring the difficulty only in terms of the uncertainty about the trajectory taken
by the system. Uncertainty about the trajectory taken is only one among many factors
contributing to the overall uncertainty about the system or the process. Besides, even if
we ignore this problem, there is no easy way of finding out and listing all the possible
trajectories that the system might have taken, let alone establishing probability
distributions on these trajectories.
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Chapter VIII
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
Despite all the progress made in the design of information driven mechanical systems,
there are still many hurdles that have to be overcome in order to take full advantage of the
integration of information technology with mechanical systems. These obstacles are due
to the lack of understanding of the mechanisms that govern the transfer and processing of
information and the ensuing implications on the planning of mechanical tasks and the
design and control of the corresponding mechanical systems. There isn't much known
about how these systems acquire information, how they process it and how they transmit
it to the environment; and little is known about the effect of the various components of
the system on the information flows. There is a need to know the limitations on the
information processing capabilities of these systems and the implications of interfacing a
mechanical system with a control module. Also, there is a lack of understanding of how
well the whole integrated system fulfills the functions for which it is designed and of the
implications of the task definition on the information processing capabilities required
from the integrated system and their implications on the complexity of the system.
The research presented in this thesis addressed some of these issues within the context
of the one-dimensional quasistatic positioning task. Existing measures of information
were reviewed, and appropriate measures for mechanical tasks were established. The
one-dimensional positioning task was modeled and analyzed using these measures. The
effect of task parameters on the processing and transfer of information among the
components of the machine and its environment and the implications on task planning
and on system design and control were studied.
The approach used was based on modeling a mechanical task as an information
transmission task in which information is sent to the machine in the form of commands
and the role of the machine is to reproduce such information in the form of actions on the
environment.
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In chapter II, we have introduced the concept of mechanical information and we have
shown how information can be measured and how information flows can be analyzed.
Using the Wiener measure of information, we have established the following:
A] The information content of a particular command C output by an ergodic source
of information is:
Ic - log 2 (Pc) bits (8.1)
where PC is the apriori probability of the command C being selected from a set of
commands SC. Thus, in general, the more likely a command is, the lower is its
information content. For the case of a discrete command source with equally-
likely commands, the information content of the commands is a logarithmic
increasing function of the ratio of the range of the commands over the resolution.
B] The maximum amount of information that a discrete machine can output is the
information required to specify any position along the range of the machine, and
is given by:
= -log 2 rMM) = log2 ('m) =log2(LM) bits (8.2)
where rm is the resolution of the machine and RM is its range. Iy can also be
interpreted as the uncertainty on the position of the machine if all that is known
about the machine is its range and its resolution.
C] The information content in specifying the range and the resolution of a discrete
task is given by:
y = - log2 () = log2 (R) = log2 (LT) bits (8.3)
where rt is the task resolution and RT is the task range.
D] The effect of the tolerance is to reduce the amount of information required by the
task as shown by the following quantity:
IY= 1092 ( 2 Ed)= (R T bits (8.4)
E] Specifying a desired probability of success, (the probability PDIC with which we
desire to achieve the goal once the command C is executed), is equivalent to
establishing an upper bound on the level of uncertainty in the task that can
tolerated after the execution of the task. The bound is given by:
IDIC = -10g 2 (PDIc) bits (8.5)
F] The actual information output by the machine is in many cases different from the
potential maximum that the machine can deliver. One reason for this difference is
that in order to control the machine, it has to be interfaced with the source of
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commands, and this connection to the source of commands may impose new
constraints on the output of the machine by affecting the machine range and/or its
resolution. Furthermore, when the machine is assigned a specific task, the
information output by the machine relative to that task may be different from the
potential maximum that the machine can output.
G] For a mechanical task defined by a goal G the following equality holds:
I(C)- (CIG) = I(G)- I(G I C) (8.6)
The equality is represented by the following diagram:
(CIG)
-% - - - j
Figure 8.1: Information Flows in a Task
where:
I(C) is the information content of the command.
I(G) the information that is required to achieve the goal with certainty.
I(CIG) is the redundant information; it is the command information that is
"irrelevant" to the task; it is the command information that does not
contribute to the execution of the task.
I(GIC) is the component of task information that is not due to the command and
we will call it the residue information.
In chapter III a detailed probabilistic model of a one-dimensional quasi-static
positioning task has been presented. The model was developed for use in the
investigation of the effects of task parameters (range, tolerance, machine compliance,
tool(s) compliance, part(s) compliance, surface compliance and machine precision) on
information flows in the task. The purpose of the study was to estimate the probability of
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I1)
the goal G of positioning one particular tool along a range of interest when either a
position or force command is given. The probability has been estimated as a function of
the given task parameters including the compliance of both the machine and the surface,
the precision of the position and/or force sensors and the command given to the machine.
In the model presented, it is assumed that the knowledge about the position of the
surface and that of the machine is uncertain. The dimensions of the tool(s) and the part(s)
are also assumed to be have some uncertainty. It is also assumed that both the machine
and the surface are compliant, and that there is a possibility for the tool(s) to come into
contact with the part(s) at one or two points. Accounting for all of these factors makes it
possible to model many one-dimensional part-mating tasks as special cases of this
general one-dimensional positioning task.
A challenge in modeling this problem has been the uncertainty regarding whether or
not contact has occurred between the tool(s) and the part(s) because of the random nature
of the machine and surface positions and the part(s) and tool(s) dimensions.
A closed-form expression for the probability of success of the one-point of contact
problem is derived in this chapter. For the two-points of contact problem only the results
of the mechanical analysis are presented. The probabilistic analysis of a special case of
the two-point of contact problem is presented in chapter 7. The closed-form solution of
the more general problem (if it exists) is out of the scope of this thesis. It is more
efficient to deal with this problem on a case by case basis and make use of Mont6-Carlo
simulations whenever possible.
In chapter IV we have considered the effect of connecting the source of commands
(which we refer to as computer) to the machine. We have investigated how interfacing
the machine with the computer affects the information requirements of the task of
positioning the machine along its range and how the information input is related to the
output of the machine.
The main conclusions of the analysis are that:
A] The combined effect of the range mismatch and the resolution mismatch between
the computer and the machine is measured by the expression log2 (Rc rm) bits
which represents the amount of information that is not used by the
computer/machine system, where RC is the range of commands, RM is the range
of the machine, rc is the resolution of the command source, and rm is the machine
resolution.
B] To optimize the use of the resources, when the computer and the machine are
connected together, the resolutions and the ranges of the computer and the
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machine have to be matched together so as to minimize this quantity by bringing
the ratio R c rm as close to 1 as possible.
RM rc
C] When the task specification is taken into consideration, the total excessive/
redundant information is(assuming r < rm < 2 Ed )
10( Rc r RM 2 Ed ( R r10 1 RM) 1 2 Ed bits (8.7)
log2 RM r RT rm ) g2 -+ 1g2 2 ( rc) + log2 RT) + lo g 2- m bits (8.7)
The information balance in this case is represented as follows:
'2Ed~
rm
ITA
2Ed
Figure 8.2: Information flows in a One-Dimensional Positioning Task
(Total Effect of Task Specification and Connection of Machine and Source
of Commands when r < rm < 2 Ed 
D] If we were to design the resources (the computer and the machine) for information
processing efficiency, we have to match the ranges and the resolutions of both the
computer and the machine to the range and the tolerance of the task so as to make
the tio R rm R M 2 E d 1 resultingin:
RM rC RT rm
(Rc rm RM 2 Ed\ +0
log2 RM rc R m
E] In the proximity of the surface, the compliance of the machine/surface interface
behaves as a passive information source providing some of the information
otherwise needed to execute the task, thus reducing the minimum information
required to execute the task. The reduction is a function of the command issued
and of the ratio of the machine compliance to the surface compliance. This
reduction in the information required makes some of the information contained in
the command redundant and unnecessary to execute the task.
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In chapter V it has been shown that the noise in the machine results in a residue of
uncertainty after the command is executed. It has also been shown that the information
contributed passively by the compliant interface can actually reduce the residue of
uncertainty. In fact it also reduces the amount of information required to execute the
task.
The reduction is a function of the command issued and of the ratio of the machine
compliance to the surface compliance. This reduction in the information required makes
some of the information contained in the command redundant and unnecessary to execute
the task. The compliance also reduces the residual uncertainty that remains after the
execution of the command. The positive effects of the contact with the surface increase
as the machine gets deeper into the surface. Beyond a certain position though, the
reduction becomes independent of the command issued, and depends only on the ratio of
the machine compliance to the surface compliance. The effect of the compliance
increases as the ratio increases. But as the ratio sr increases the range in which
Cs Cs
the effect is experienced by the machine shrinks.
As the machine gets even deeper into the surface, the positive effect of the
compliance starts to fade as the command is made smaller and smaller. This is due to the
fact that the bias due to the compliance gets close to the bounds allowed by the specified
tolerance. In the limit the residual uncertainty is log2 bits.
The effect of the compliance then becomes negative adding to the residual uncertainty
that is left after the command is executed. This makes it impossible to succeed in the task
using the given command despite the fact that the information contained in the command
is higher than the minimum required. The minimum which is a finite quantity tells us
that there exists some strategy for which the task can be executed with as little as that
minimum. But, the strategy that involves sending the command Yd in this case is far
from being this ideal strategy. If we want to remedy the problem, we could adopt a
different strategy (or make some alterations in the hardware). For example, an easy
solution could be the inclusion of a bias in the command sent. With the bias being
computed separately as a function of the desired position.
There exists a range in which the positions are not accessible to the machine no
matter what command is used.
In chapter VI we have analyzed the case of a deterministic machine interacting with a
noisy environment. We have presented a closed form solution for Ys- Es + Ed < Yd. We
have also presented results of Mont6-Carlo simulations done using selected values of
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compliance and precision that illustrate the general effects of these parameters in
moderating the amount of residual uncertainty.
It was found that when interacting with a noisy surface, a deterministic machine may
acquire passively:
log2 (1 2E+ 2Ed ,2E Cr bits of information
In chapter VII we have dealt with three special cases of the one dimensional
positioning problem:
In the first case we have shown that contact through a compliant interface helps even
in the case of a noisy machine in a noisy environment and there is a passive transfer of
information from the surface to the machine.
In the second case we have shown that the information that the surface contributes
passively to the task can be transferred from one machine component to another, i.e. if we
have a machine component A that is linked to another component B which is making
contact with the surface, component A will benefit from the fact that B is in contact with
the surface.
In the third case we have shown that the analysis that has been done throughout the
thesis using a discrete machine remains valid for the case of a continuous machine.
The research presented constitutes an original contribution to the field of information
driven mechanical systems. One contribution of this research is the origination of a new
technique for measuring and analyzing the information flows in a mechanical task. This
technique allows us to quantify the information transmission in a task and to establish
bounds on the information needed to execute a particular task and on the transmission of
information by the machine. When applied to the one-dimensional positioning task, the
technique enables us to obtain the conditions for optimal matching of the resources
(computer and machine) to the task. Also, this technique enables us to quantify the effect
of the task parameters and quantify the amount of information that the machine can
acquire passively from touching a surface.
These contributions take the field of information-driven mechanical systems a step
further towards the fulfillment of the ultimate goal of establishing a system design
methodology which seamlessly integrates feedback control with task planning and which
allows concurrent plant and control design as well as hardware and software design in a
cohesive and efficient manner.
8.2 Future Work
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There are many directions in which to proceed based on the research presented in this
thesis. One possibility is to work on the extensions of the application to deal with two
and three dimensional cases and by to deal with force information. Another possibility is
to extend the method to the dynamic case by possibly defining rates and relating this
work to control theory by looking at different control strategies and by investigating the
relationship between control theory concepts, such as controllability and observability,
and the information quantities defined in this thesis. Another possible extension would
involve different applications.
The work can also be extended by focusing more on complexity and on methods for
reducing the complexity of the task and on reassigning the information processing loads
according to the complexity of the resources available. There are different techniques
that can be used to deal with complexity. In all of these techniques knowledge about the
information flows within the task is very important in identifying potential sources of
improvement. These techniques may be divided into three major types:
One type is the restructuring of the task to try to find trends or higher level structures
that allow for a reduction in the complexity of the task. (McGarager, Lozano-Perez, Nate
Delson)
Another type is that redistribution of the complexity among operator, software and
hardware to match complexity loads to the different resources. (Sheridan's work
regarding control distribution between man and machine)
The other type is the variation of parameters of the tasks to get the results
desired.(work presented in this thesis)
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